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Abstract 

The study of literature is an indispensable activity that teachers often take 

advantage of. It is through the use of literature that students can be presented with 

authentic and meaningful material that helps them to develop their language 

proficiency, whilst also providing them with engaging narratives. If a teacher is able to 

find works of fiction that are particularly engaging to students, those students will 

become more willing to partake in their lessons. The following paper was written as a 

interdisciplinary study in English Literature and Pedagogy that is focused on upper 

secondary school education. The objective is to discuss the potential motivational 

usage of fantasy literature in English as a foreign language (EFL) education. Three 

factors will be analysed: narrative, fantasy and motivation, and identifying key 

concepts. The paper then moves on to discuss the potential benefits that fantasy brings 

to EFL lessons and how it could be used to motivate students. 

  



 

Útdráttur 

Kennsla bókmennta eru ómissandi starfsemi sem kennarar nýta sér oft. Það er með 

notkun bókmennta sem hægt er að kynna fyrir nemendum ekta og þýðingarmikið efni.Till að 

hjálpa við að þróa tungumálakunnáttu þeira og veita þeim grípandi frásagnir. Ef kennari er 

fær um að finna skáldverk sem eru sérstaklega áhugaverð fyrir nemendur. Þá verða nemendur 

fúsari til að taka þátt í kennslustundum sínum. Eftirfarandi grein var skrifuð sem 

þverfaglegrannsókn í enskum bókmenntum og uppeldisfræði sem beinist að framhaldsskólum. 

Till að ræða mögulega hvatningarnotkun fantasíubókmennta á ensku sem erlent 

túngumálakennslu. Það mun vera greindir þrír þætti: frásögn, fantasíu og hvatningu og 

lykilhugtök greind. Síðan verður rætt hvatningar ávinning sem fantasían færir 

enskukennslustundum og hvernig það væri hægt að nota til að hvetja nemendur. 
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1. Introduction 

For some/many students the learning process can seem like a dull and time-consuming 

endeavour, and immediate results are not obvious. While students might realise that it will 

take time for actual results to become apparent, they often struggle with maintaining interest 

and perseverance in their studies. This inner struggle could instigate students dropping 

subjects that fail to capture their interest or that they feel are irrelevant for their goals. Without 

sufficient motivation, interest is certain to decline and many students will sit in class with 

glazed eyes and barely paying attention to what is being taught to them. They would rather 

strive for a minimal passing grade than contribute extra effort in a subject if it is forced on 

them (Valerio 30). 

The causes of students making such minimal efforts are often attributed to issues with 

motivation; a phenomenon that, whilst it is well known and exerts great influence upon every 

person, it is not a simple thing to grasp or to explain. Yet, teachers are required to have great 

knowledge of how motivation works and what building it entails when it comes to 

constructing their lessons. Language teachers are no strangers to the importance of motivation 

and they often struggle greatly with keeping their students motivated and focused on their 

studies. Language learning is a long-term subject and it often takes years for proper and 

comparative results to manifest for both students and teachers. Thus, language teachers have 

to rely on a myriad of strategies, theories and methods to ensure that their students are 

motivated, which teachers do by addressing factors such as student interest, subject relevancy 

and the students’ attitudes towards the language they are being taught.  (Dörnyei 9).  

Languages that are not part of the mainstream, as English and many native languages 

are, often have the bonus of promoting the interest of students simply by the virtue of being 

different and offbeat from their usual language studies (Dörnyei 12; Valerio 32). English and 

native languages often do not have such an advantage. English is regarded as a widely taught 
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language that is often considered a core subject in different curriculums for two main reasons, 

firstly, the large speaker base the language possess and it is the main language of international 

communications, or what is known as a lingua franca. The second reason is that English is 

often a language that students must partake of if they wish to advance not only their 

educational careers but their professional ones as well. Thus, students will have to engage 

with English to some degree regardless of their chosen career paths (Fatiha et al 120). 

Whether it is for entertainment, studying, travel or just leisure, students are much more 

engaged in English usage than before. This is due to various factors, such as how prevalent 

the usage of social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Reddit have become. 

Alongside this, most modern entertainments such as TV series, movies and other amusements 

originate from the US. These major factors influence the English usage of students in upper 

secondary schools, and these sources may well be their main exposure to English on a daily 

basis. A possible impact from this level of exposure to the language could lead students to 

regard the English they are learning in schools as unnecessary, if not redundant, when the 

subject of lessons does not align with their interests (Kormos et al. 501; Jeeves 34; 

Jóhannsdóttir 6). However, the receptive and productive language skills do not always 

coincide, as the perceived knowledge in English might not correlate with the actual language 

proficiency (Arnbjörnsdóttir 6). In turn, over-estimation of proficiency could lead to the loss 

of motivation for students to achieve any grades above passing marks (Dörnyei 12). This is 

particularly relevant to the subject of this thesis. In order to garner and keep student 

motivation, students need to be introduced to and shown topics that are relevant to their 

interests, something which could also be used to present them with more options for their 

English usage (Fatiha et al. 22). Introduction and usage of the Fantasy genre might be an 

excellent bridging factor, appealing to young EFL learners by using text forms that they can 

easily relate to – a significant motivational element. 
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 Traditionally, in EFL studies, students are presented with mandatory books to read 

that are themed around a topic that their school and teachers might consider relevant to them. 

The genre of literature will vary on a course to course basis: some courses use young adult 

literature; others historical fiction; philology works, horror literature, drama literature and, of 

course, fantasy literature as well. For this thesis, I will be focusing on fantasy literature, since 

I believe that fantasy as a genre holds great potential due to the variety of stories, topics and 

themes that fantasy as a genre can narrate, When upper secondary teachers use fantasy, they 

typically rely on J.R.R Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings (1954-1955) and The Hobbit (1939) 

or J.K Rowling’s Harry Potter series (1997-2007), because they have become synonymous 

with acceptable fantasy for English language classes (Thomas 60). While these narratives are 

classic, they are not the easiest of reads and can be slow for students who are not used to 

reading long narratives. When I say this, I am certainly not saying that students are illiterate, 

far from it. They are reading every day on assorted social media, web pages and the subtitles 

of videos (Coiro 359). What I mean here is that modern students are not as accustomed to 

reading a long book as students were in the past. Thus, when students are presented with 

mandatory literature to be read, they tend to lose motivation for the subject (Shaaban & Gaihit 

635), something which results in them trying to find shortcuts to get around reading a book. In 

the case of The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, that shortcut would very likely manifest 

itself as Peter Jackson’s theatre releases. The film versions of The Lord of the Rings are 

probably the first and main introduction that modern students have to those stories (Mills 

234). However, I would argue that only introducing students to the works of Tolkien or 

Rowling limits their views on fantasy as a genre. Students are rarely introduced to other, 

shorter and lesser known works within fantasy fiction that they might potentially enjoy. It is 

important to show students that there are options for them to enjoy within traditional literature 
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and that they might find something to enjoy within fantasy if they are willing to give it a try 

(Violetta-Irene 75).  
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2. The Research 

2.1 Research Questions 

This is how the issue of why and how the fantasy genre, with its different narrative 

styles and potential, could be used in upper secondary education became the focus of this 

thesis. At the age of 16 to 18, when students generally start their upper secondary education, 

their English reading ability and comprehension should ideally be at a level at which they 

could enjoy works from less familiar authors. Teenage students can even engage with authors 

that are not usually within their sphere of interest, such as Edgar Allen Poe (Fabrizi 7). It was 

through this thought process and line of questioning that I formulated the following research 

questions: 

1: How do different narrative styles impact fantasy story telling? 

2: What do the various fantasy narrative styles offer in accessible fiction that could be 

used in education? 

3: Can fantasy narrative styles serve as motivational elements within EFL teaching 

and student engagement?    

To find answers to these questions, I examine three main elements and discuss the 

main aspects that influence student motivation. These elements are the narrative itself, fantasy 

literature, and motivation. I will place focus on key concepts within each element and discuss 

how these could potentially influence EFL lessons. I will also discuss how fantasy narratives 

are delivered in modern times due to its increasing popularity in mainstream culture, 

particularly in the light of the recent and phenomenal success of Marvel’s superhero movies. 

However, I must emphasise that whilst I mention different media, these are not the main focus 

when it comes to discussing fictional works in this thesis. Mentioning other media, such as 

movies and television, is necessary because they have the tendency to be the main narrative 
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forms that upper secondary students engage with (Thomas 62). There are benefits to using 

other media when discussing teaching strategies for motivation and ways to get students more 

engaged in their lessons. Ultimately, I hope that by examining fantasy narratives and student 

motivation, I should be able to find methods that could benefit English teaching by helping 

students to learn more about literature and also promote their enjoyment of it, giving them the 

ability to seek it out on their own. This should, ideally, lead to them becoming more 

motivated for their studies, since they have found something within the English language that 

they enjoy and want to experience more of. This thesis puts forward the view that fantasy 

literature offers enormous potential for motivational benefit when such narratives are used in 

EFL education.  

2.2 Methodology 

As was discussed in the introduction, this thesis is an interdisciplinary study in English 

Literature and Pedagogy that is focused on upper secondary school education. This will 

require careful examination of key concepts that I consider to be vital when working with 

literature and student motivation. I will focus on narrative styles and define the various 

elements that different narrative styles consist of, fantasy as a genre and its potential to 

provide material that is relevant to students. Finally, motivation and its impact on student 

behaviour within the classroom, together with its influence on their academic achievements, 

will be examined.  

There will be a review and analyses of literature on narrative, fantasy and student 

motivation. I will be breaking each concept down into what I consider to be critical elements 

to discuss these in relation to the thesis topic and analyse them. Whilst it would have been 

ideal to do a study among upper secondary students, that option was not available because 

there was limited access to students due to the COVID-19 virus. Instead, a discussion about 

the potential motivational benefits of narrative literature in EFL classrooms has been 
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included; potential teaching strategies involving the use of fantasy will be examined, along 

with what tools are readily available to teachers, and finally the implementation of text types. 

It is important to note that while the main focus will be on literature, there will be some 

discussion of other media such as film and video games, since those are the media that 

students are more willing to engage with voluntarily.  
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3. Literature Review 

3.1 Narration 

Narration, or the act of storytelling and stories, is an important social function that can 

manifest in distinct forms, such as myths, jokes, films, news, games and conversations. The 

act of storytelling itself might not be present in all cultures or at all times, but it is a 

widespread phenomenon (Barwell 49). According to Chatman: “Story, or the need to narrate, 

is sourced in part through the need to appeal to emotions or moral senses. To share interests 

and antagonisms of oneself, others or fictional characters with an audience” (111). They serve 

as outlets, not just for the narrator or author, but also for the consumer, to satisfy the need to 

share or gain an experience with or from others (Chatman 112).  

In literature what is referred to as narrative is a structure that has two core 

components: story and discourse, with each component covering a particular aspect that an 

author wishes to convey. It is important to keep in mind how these two components function 

and what their meanings are when narrative is being discussed as a whole. When a narrative’s 

content is being talked about, what is being discussed is the story, while discourse is about the 

form of expression that the author has chosen for his narrative (Chatman 19). While these are 

the core components of a narrative, there are still other important factors to consider. Firstly, a 

narrative must be coherent and it needs to contain relatable characters existing in fully 

described worlds. These are vital components to create narratives that are engaging and 

immersive for the audience and for a narrative to find success (Chatman 19; Green, Brock & 

Kaufman 312). I will commence with the base components of story and discourse, before 

moving onto coherence, characters and worlds. 
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3.1.1 Story  

Being one of the two key components of narration, the story is where a narrative’s 

content is found. The story component of a narrative can be split up into three different parts: 

events, existences and substances. Events and existences are the two components that make 

up what Chatman refers to as the form of the content (Chatman 26). With existence being the 

part where the setting of the story along with characters are categorised. On the other hand, 

events are defined as the actions and occurrences being portrayed within the narrative. 

Actions resulting in occurrences lead to the plot of a story advancing. The third component of 

a story, which is referred to as the substance of the story, is what gives its meaning or 

significance (Chatman 26; Worth). While I say it as meaning, the truth is for me that 

substance of a story remains a challenging component to explain. I have, however, found that 

the following quote from Kathy G. Short’s 2012 article Story as World Making perfectly 

explains what substance translates to me:  

Story is thus a mode of knowing—one of the primary ways in which we think and 

construct meaning from our experiences. Story captures the richness and nuances of 

human life, accommodating the ambiguity and complexity of situations in the 

multiplicity of meanings inherent to any story. (10) 

What Short’s words highlight is that stories are told with a reason or meaning in mind, 

that the storyteller has a subject; view or topic they wish to express as each story meant to 

relay that reason or meaning to consumers. With that said, I must stress that discussing or 

analysing author’s intent or meaning is not the purpose in any of my literary analyses. 

However, I felt it necessary to include my understanding of story substance essential to 

properly relay what I had learned about the story component of narratives. 
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3.1.2 Discourse 

The other component of a narrative is what is referred to as discourse. It is through 

discourse that a narrative is expressed, and this is where the structure of a narrative’s 

transmission and the form it takes is determined. The form of expression is partnered with the 

other component of a narrative’s discourse: its manifestation, which is how the narrative is 

presented to the consumer; verbal, cinematic, balletic, etc. This is also referred to as the 

substance of discourse (Chatman 26). It is important to note how a narrative’s manifestation 

will have an effect on how a person will engage with it and how effectively it will be relayed 

to them. Narrative styles can and will differ greatly between storytellers. The same story can 

change over time as it transfers between people, resulting in the same story having various 

versions. Yet how they translate to a person can be bound to which style of narration is used, 

and this could even result in the narrative meaning changing. Thus, it is not rare for a 

narrative to have variants or to present different editions of a core story (Chatman 28). 

It is important to note that the medium through which a story is told will have an 

influence on a narrative. While intermediality is not the main focus of this thesis, it will be 

necessary to refer to it in conjunction with my discussion of strategies for garnering a 

student’s interest and motivation for a subject or topic. I would argue that some understanding 

of how a medium can influence a narrative is essential to the pedagogical strategy portion of 

this thesis. This is particularly so in cases where a story could potentially have numerous 

iterations throughout differing mediums and its narrative style could change as a result. For 

these reasons, intermediality is to be kept in mind when addressing narration (Keefer 2).  

3.1.3 Coherence 

For any narrative to properly work, it must be coherent or at least the principal aspects 

of it must operate properly (Chatman 30-31). After all, a narrative is a cohesive succession of 
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events that tend to follow a tripartite structure of a beginning, a middle and an ending 

(Barwell 49). Barwell argues that coherence is the crucial part of any narrative which 

determines whether it will work, rather than its structure or temporal order. As long as the 

sequence of events or the temporal succession of a story is understandable to the reader, the 

narrative can be categorised as successful (Barwell 50; McAdam 112). It is also important 

that the story and events themselves do not frustrate the reader. While frustration is a sign that 

the reader is engaged with the text, this does not mean that they will be motivated to keep on 

reading, and too much frustration can lead to disengagement with the text (Barwell 52). The 

narrative should also maintain coherence in the manner in which the characters are portrayed. 

For example, a physically weak person should not suddenly be portrayed as someone who 

engages in a spontaneous show of physical competence or inhuman strength. Should an 

author choose to include this, they should either have alluded to that character possessing the 

necessary hidden talents, or this should be done when the sudden shift in portrayal has 

occurred. The author has to quickly and respectfully explain to the reader how and why this 

sudden change happened. If such events happen without explanation, this often leads to the 

reader considering the narrative to be incoherent, which results in them giving up on the story 

altogether (McAdam 112).  

3.1.4 The Implied Reader and The Real Reader 

The implied reader is an audience which is the main target of a story’s narrative 

structure, theme and moral implications (Chatman 149; Green, Brock & Kaufman 316). The 

implied reader is influenced by numerous factors, such as age, socio-political standing, 

religion and language. The author crafted their story for the implied reader, and this should be 

kept in mind when narratives are being examined (Popova 78). The existence of implied 

readers is one reason why we have such diverse definitions for various works of fiction and 

genres, such as literature especially designed for children, for example, E. B. White’s 
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Charlotte’s Web and Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are. While for adults we have 

Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations and Ulysses by James Joyce. Another example would be 

discrete religious texts. These are primarily intended for the followers of a particular religion 

or to serve as missionary material to further expand the religion’s influence. These texts can 

hold moral guidelines or stories praising the relevant religious deity or deities (Barwell 52). 

Genres are also affected by the implied reader; crime drama tends to have narrative styles that 

are suited to those who wish to unravel mysteries and enjoy testing their observations. Some 

readers like learning about people’s lives and their journeys, so they enjoy biographies 

(McAdams 113). 

 The concept of the implied reader or audience is not restricted to just literature, any 

work of fiction is subject to the implied audience's influence. Films, TV series and video 

games all have their implied audiences with works in each medium that have clear 

demographics (Chatman 150). An author writes their narrative with an implied audience in 

mind, since this ensures that the text they write functions in the best possible way to be 

understood by that audience. Religious texts are often designed in such a manner that the 

followers often have to be taught how to read these texts before they can fully understand 

them (Barwell 53). The concept of the implied reader is not restricted to religious texts, rather 

it is present in every work of fiction. The existence of the implied reader concept 

demonstrates that there is a need to have a certain mind-set or background knowledge to fully 

comprehend the work of fiction. This phenomenon is better explained by McAdam, who, in 

his 2006 article, “The Problem of Narrative Cohesion”, wrote the following:  

Within a given society, moreover, different narrative traditions offer their own 

standards of coherence. Among many evangelical Christians in the United States, for 

example, stories about Christ’s “second coming” to earth, about Christians’ being 

taken up to heaven while all others are left behind, and about a great war between the 
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forces of God and the forces of Satan in “the last days” hold tremendous power and 

coherence. Millions of Americans deeply believe these stories to be true. For millions 

of other Americans, these stories make no sense whatsoever. They seem unbelievable, 

incoherent, and even delusional. (McAdams 113). 

That is not to say that those that are outside the implied reader demographic cannot 

understand or comprehend works of fiction that are not aimed at them, far from it. However, 

understanding who is the implied reader has proven vital to understanding the forms and ways 

that narrative styles came to be (Green, Brock & Kaufman 318), and how their flow, themes, 

dialogue and narrative tone are constructed. Because the implied reader is not always the 

same as the real reader, the people that actually engage with fiction or consume it (Chatman 

151). The actual reader can be anyone who is able to engage with the narrative and 

understands it, and quite often the actual reader is someone outside of the implied reader 

demographic. The reader’s reason for reading texts can also be just as varied, such as scholars 

studying religious texts, or linguists who examine children’s books to understand how a 

child’s vocabulary develops. The reasons are many, but what is important to the actual reader 

is how easy it is to understand the narrative, its cohesion and how the reader is able to connect 

to the narrative. The more cohesive the narrative of a story, the easier it is for the reader to 

become engaged in the text. If the narrative is incoherent, then even implied readers will be 

unable to understand the text, resulting in fewer readers of the text (McAdams 114). 

3.1.5 Characters and Worlds 

A narrative’s world and character portrayal are vital when it comes to discussing the 

use of narratives to engage any type of audience. Fictional characters are imaginary beings 

that are made from particular physical, psychological and environmental components by an 

author to drive the narrative forward (Chatman 166). It is often within the characters that the 

consumers of fictional works find meaning in their engagement with narratives. People seek 
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compelling characters whose story they find interesting enough to follow along with the 

setting of a story (Barwell 56; Popova 80). The importance of setting itself is not to be 

diminished because it gives the characters a place within their story, which in turn allows 

characters to be fleshed out, making them more realistic by further engaging the audience in 

the narrative (Worth n.p). Characters often serve as a catalyst for people to engage in different 

worlds. Characters can provide the reader with: different points of view; guidance in form of 

information; sources of conflict; or finally, fill the narration with fictional life. Through the 

use of characters and settings, the author is able to construct their own writing style, which 

they can use to convey topics, tones and themes to consumers in a cohesive manner (Popova 

94). 

 

3.2 Narrative Form 

Within fiction there are subjects, tones, themes, content and methods of storytelling, 

with patterns between individual works that are sufficiently alike for them to be described as 

the same in their styles of narration. As such, they can be categorised as belonging to the 

same group of narration methods. These style groups are what are referred to as genre by 

vendors as a marketing tool, and they are used as classifications for fictional works to inform 

the reader of what kind of narrative they are about to engage with. Allowing readers to get a 

general idea of the fiction they are about to engage with is something that relates to their 

interests (Turco 10). In modern context, when the term narrative genre is being named it is 

often implied to be refer to the category that fiction is identified as for example; horror; 

action; fantasy; Science fiction; etc. These are however, subsections of genre which have been 

popularized and normalized in mainstream fiction. This differs from literary genres which are 

know as poetry, nonfiction, drama and proses (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica.. 

“Genre.”; Miller 59). Thus, in actuality when narrative genres are being discussed it is the 
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subsection such as fantasy, crime and romance that are being referred to. Whilst it is 

interesting and important to note that drama is both used as a definition in both the 

subsections along with being a major literary genre. For the purpose of this thesis when 

narrative genres are being discussed, it will be according to subsection definitions. 

3.3 Applications and Advantages in Education 

Literature hosts a vast library of works and potential stories that could be used to 

increase student literacy proficiency by exposing them to different types of writings and 

dialects of English. This also gives students an opportunity to interact with more authentic, 

natural material in English than that which is crafted in textbooks. This not only exposes them 

to the language, but also to cultural information which might be necessary in order for them to 

fully understand the language (Shazu 31). This also provides teachers with material for 

grammar practices and vocabulary learning that they can use with their students, allowing 

them to provide variety in their assignments, and enabling them to perform more in-depth 

assessments of their student’s proficiency in English (Floris 1). By having students engage 

with narrative readings in their EFL learning, a teacher should encourage them to seek out 

new types of stories while practicing their own translation abilities and comprehension skills, 

which are necessary, not only for communications in English, but in other languages as well 

(Van 2). This could lead students to find stories they enjoy or that are particularly interesting 

for them, leading to an increase in their motivation to interact with texts used in EFL classes. 

This, in turn, leads to greater proficiency and presumably increased enjoyment of further 

similar lessons (Oroujlou & Vahedi 997). Greater student enjoyment in class could in turn 

lead to better student achievement. This provides encouragement for them to put more effort 

into their education by demonstrating the results of their efforts (Williams-Pierce 4). The 

main advantage that the use of literature and its different genres provides in EFL education is 

the ability to allow students to explore languages though stories and narratives that they can 
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interpret and experience in their own contexts. This makes their language learning a more 

meaningful experience, as they are able to form their own connection with the language when 

they are shown what is potentially available to them, if they were to seek and explore more 

material (Oroujlou & Vahedi 998; Williams-Pierce 5). Thus, a language teacher should 

endeavour to include literature in their lesson planning and use different genres if they have 

the freedom to do so. They could also take on board suggestions from students about what 

kind of literature they would like to read. This could potentially allow them to have lessons 

that are not only educational, but also motivating and entertaining, which leads to more 

proficient students (Oroujlou & Vahedi 999).  

3.4 The Fantasy 

Fantasy literature is a popular genre that has been used in education at least since the 

1970s (Crossley 283). The narrative styles and stories in fantasy allow for both greater student 

engagement and interpretation, something that teachers can take advantage of during their 

lessons. If a teacher encourages students to discuss and reflect on the story during lessons and 

to express their own opinions on characters, settings and plot (Ponzker 473), it has been 

widely noted by scholars and teachers that this is beneficial and it is often being utilised 

within education. It is that utilisation that interests me, and in particular how it might be 

expanded upon (Parker & Lepper 625). I have found through my own reading that there are 

four primary types of fantasy that I would like to discuss. To that end, I will be using Farah 

Mendlesohn’s classifications of the different types of fantasy to show just how broad and 

filled with potential this genre is for education. In Mendlesohn’s Rhetorics of Fantasy, she 

defines fantasy into four main categories: portal-quest, immersive, intrusive and liminal. To 

summarise each category briefly: portal-quest fantasy is an invitation into a fantasy; 

immersive fantasy assumes that the reader is a natural part of the fantasy with no escape; 

intrusion fantasy has the fantastical come into the real world to disrupt it; and finally, liminal 
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fantasy is focused around the concept that magic or the fantastic is hiding just out of sight. It 

is important to note, as Mendlesohn indeed does, that there are and will be fantasies that are 

irregular, defying these categorisations in some form and fashion, but these irregular fantasies 

are exceptions (Mendlesohn xiv). However, I will only discuss and give examples from two 

of these four types; portal-fantasy and immersive, since their narrative structures are better 

suited and often used in upper secondary EFL settings.  

3.4.1 Portal-Quest Fantasy 

The portal-quest category hosts some of the most renowned works of fantasy fiction. 

Narratives such as Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, C.S. Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia, and at 

least the earlier books of J.K Rowling’s Harry Potter, all fall under this category. The main 

feature of portal-quest fantasy is that the main protagonist leaves a familiar place, location, or 

world to explore and decode a new one (Mendlesohn 55). The new world can be entered from 

a little portal that is found, as in C.S. Lewis’s The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe, where 

the portal is located inside a wardrobe, Lewis Carrol’s Alice in Wonderland, where the point 

of transition is the rabbit hole Alice falls into. My final example is L. Frank Baum’s The 

Wonderful Wizard of Oz, where a cyclone sweeps Dorothy and her house into a new world. 

These three stories are prime and well-known examples of portal fantasies that show a 

definite point of transition that the protagonist goes through as their stories start. What is 

important to note is that the portal can be anything that marks that transition. In other words, 

what substitutes as an actual portal is almost irrelevant, but what matters is that the 

protagonist goes through one (Mendlesohn, 1, 25).  

Then we are brought to the other half of this category; quest fantasies. My examples of 

quest fantasies are Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit. Both of these stories 

involve protagonists who depart from the small area that they know of as their world, in this 

case the Shire, to undertake their individual quests which take them to the rest of the world. 
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Both Bilbo and Frodo leave the Shire for their own reason; Bilbo leaves voluntarily to join 

Thorin and his company on their quest for the Lonely Mountain. While Frodo is forced to 

leave, since Sauron’s forces are aware that he holds the One Ring, and he is therefore in 

danger at his home if he stays there. In each of these stories, the protagonist is not that well-

versed in the world beyond the Shire. They are definitely residents of Middle-Earth and have 

some general knowledge of concepts that are outside the small portion they know. Yet, they 

have never had any reason to travel or enquire about much beyond their home, which means 

that they will require someone to help them to learn about the world as they travel (Fimi 337; 

Mendlesohn 7). 

 It is important to note that portal-quest fantasy is a combination of two types of 

narratives, portal and quest fantasies, and both of these are in essence sufficiently different for 

them to be individually definable, yet they share nearly identical characteristics, so they can 

be categorised together. There are important key differences that are seen in their 

protagonists. In quest fantasies the protagonist is a native of the narrative’s world, yet the 

fantastic is distant and unknow to them. While in portal fantasies, the protagonist is an 

outsider that is displaced from their original world. If one takes a look at Tolkien’s Lord of the 

Rings, then it becomes apparent that those stories are more quest than portal focused (Fimi 40; 

Mendlesohn, 2-3). Quest and portal fantasies share similar narrative structures that are centred 

on a protagonist pursuing a reward/goal which leads them on a journey that is straight and 

narrow . In The Lord of the Rings, it is Frodo’s quest to destroy the One Ring to save Middle-

Earth, while in The Lion, The Which, and The Wardrobe the children’s quest is to defeat 

Queen Jardis, the Witch Queen of Narnia. Both of these stories are centred around saving the 

world by defeating a powerful being for their respective world’s salvation. (Cruz 12; 

Mendlesohn 5). This type of portal-quest fantasy is also referred to as high fantasy which is 

centred around the morality of the protagonist. The narrative of portal-quest becomes a rite of 
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passage story for the protagonist, which the author uses to express different themes. Tolkien 

used this technique in The Lord of The Rings to express his idea of the return, thinning and the 

healing of the world (Mendlesohn 60). The narrative itself requires that a guide of some sort 

is assigned to the protagonist, often taking the shape of some kind of a mentor that downloads 

the world’s lore into the protagonist when the story demands it (Mendlesohn 13; Nikolajeva, 

142). These are the main characteristics of portal-quest fantasies, and this is what sets them in 

stark contrast to the immersive type of fantasy.  

3.4.2 Immersive Fantasy 

Immersive fantasy is a flexible category that can host numerous narratives and worlds, 

the same as portal-quest fantasies can. However, there are a few key differences in how 

narrative styles and storytelling are approached. The way immersive fantasy regards the 

reader and protagonist is quite different from portal-quest fantasy, and how the world itself is 

approached is also very different. Immersive fantasy narratives, unlike their portal-quest 

counterparts, occur in a complete world that is impervious to external influences, providing 

that world with a sense of immunity. This immunity is vital when it comes to the narrative’s 

relationship with the reader, since immersive fantasy should not and will not hold back in its 

lore or its relationship to the reader or as Mendlesohn describes it in Rhetorics of Fantasy: 

The immersive fantasy is a fantasy set in a world built so that it functions on all levels 

as a complete world. In order to do this, the world must act as if it is impervious to 

external influence; this immunity is most essential in its relationship with the reader. 

The immersive fantasy must take no quarter: it must assume that the reader is as much 

a part of the world as are those being read about. (59) 

 In other words, immersive fantasy, unlike portal-quest, assumes that the reader and the 

characters are natives of the narrative’s world, and that they have the proper knowledge and 
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common sense that would be expected of a resident of that world (Abbott 15; Mendlesohn 

59).  

Characters of an immersive fantasy are often complete in personalities, which means 

that they are not required to complete a coming of age journey during the course of their 

stories, nor are they even required to travel the world. Immersive fantasy stories tend to 

favour one location, a city, town, a kingdom, or even pocket universes, and their narrative 

story is just to restore something or to overcome a nuisance to regain their normal lives. A 

reader is there to witness events that are happening to a story’s protagonist. At the conclusion 

of the story, the reader should feel that the protagonist has returned to his mundane life once 

again. That what has occurred was an abnormality or an anomaly rather than the norm, and 

the protagonist’s understanding of the world is often the same as it was before is a key feature 

(Mendlesohn 67; Nikolajeva 147). Immersive fantasy includes works from authors such as 

Terry Pratchett, his Guards! Guards! being a prime example. Tolkien’s The Silmarillion also 

serves as an example of an immersive fantasy story (Mendlesohn 113). 

3.5 Specific Readings for Student Motivation 

When selecting specific readings for student motivation, it is important to examine 

several pedagogical factors such as: relevance; entertainment; lesson structure; and text types.  

Each of these factors need to be considered, together with their capacity to increase and 

maintain student motivation. Students also interact quite differently to each of these aspects. 

Relevance is about how connected a student becomes to the topic or subject. If material is 

both relevant and entertaining then this acts as an incentive for students. Entertainment also 

provides a great boast as a student engagement incentive, the more enjoyment students are 

able to derive from their studies, the more willing they are to partake in lessons. Lessons may 

be structured to promote better focus, while providing students with goals that are both 

personal and academic in nature. Finally, text types should also be considered when 
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attempting to engage students. In addition, when considering motivational elements within 

EFL pedagogy, the specific age of appropriate text types are seen to be vital too. Not every 

text option could be beneficial, relevant to students, contain appropriate topics and themes or 

are too challenging for them. Therefore, it is important to note what kind of texts exist and 

what they contain (Dörnyei 61- 65; Maehr & Meyer 378; Oroujlou & Vahedi 992).  

3.5.1 Relevance 

 Relevance is about how much the topic or subject that is being presented to the 

students matters to them, and how much they are able to connect with or relate to the theme of 

a lesson and how engaging it is for them (Maehr & Meyer 374). This affects how willing 

students are to engage with their lessons, materials and the topics presented to them. It is 

through relevance that students feel connected to the topic presented to them, and the more 

connected they become the more their engagement increases. A teacher has to use relevance 

to show the student that there is merit in partaking in their lessons. Once students have been 

properly shown that the topic at hand is something they can care about, their motivation to be 

active members of the class will increase (Frymier & Shulman 43). However, it is important 

to note that it is an impossibility for a teacher to make every assignment appeal to every 

student. Thus, a teacher has to take care to ensure that the topic of a lesson will appeal to the 

majority of students, which benefits motivation in the long run (Bahous, Bacha & Nabhani 

41).  

3.5.2 Entertainment 

Entertainment provide a great incentive when the engagement of people is being 

sought. If people find an activity fun, they are much more willing to take part. This also 

applies to education, since if students are encouraged to enjoy their education their 

reluctances will start to fade, which results in students becoming much more involved in their 
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tasks, lesson activities and assignments. This requires creativity and effort on the part of the 

teacher since lesson planning is already a challenging endeavour (Bahous, Bacha & Nabhani 

38). There are a few ways that a teacher can do so: A teacher could endeavour to be light-

hearted when given the chance, creating a more relaxed and enjoyable class atmosphere. They 

could do their best to break the monotony of lessons by offering more variety in the texts and 

topics covered. Another way is to increase student involvement in classes by, for example, 

having them vote on selected topics for activities that allow them to become more active in 

classes. A teacher that allows students to derive some enjoyment from their lessons is 

encouraging them to be more engaged with their assignments, which leads to improved 

motivation (Dörnyei 72). It would be ideal if a teacher could make every assignment fun for 

their students. Sadly, there is no way for a teacher to make every assignment entertaining, 

however, they should strive to ensure that their lessons are not a series of dull tasks from the 

viewpoint of their students. It is accepted that classes will be more successful if the teacher 

does their best to break up the monotony of the classroom and encourages students to have 

fun as they are doing their assignments (Fatiha 128). 

3.5.3 Lesson Structure and Expectations 

While keeping students entertained is important for motivation, another key factor to 

increasing and maintaining student motivation is how lessons are prepared, structured and 

what students are expected to perform during their lessons and assigned tasks. With properly 

planned lessons, students will be able to focus better on their tasks and assignments, since 

disarray in the classroom often results in students becoming disconnected with their lessons 

(Oroujlou & Vahedi 995). The teacher also has to make sure that the students are properly 

informed about what is expected of them. If goals are established, not just for the class as a 

whole but for individual students, they become more invested in their lessons and focus more 

as a result (Maehr & Meyer 379). Thus, it becomes paramount that teachers keep their lessons 
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concise and maintain well-defined class goals, along with establishing clear success criteria, 

enabling their students to easily understand what they must do to succeed (Dörnyei 61). 

Essentially, if a teacher helps students to establish realistic beliefs and goals for themselves, 

those students will be able to work towards their own success without becoming 

overwhelmed (Williams-Pierce 7).  

3.5.4 Specific Text Types 

Finally, there are two specific text types that can be used to help with student 

motivation, factual and literary texts. Factual texts are descriptions, recounts or persuasive 

texts that are used to inform. They encapsulate writing from sources such as newspapers, 

textbooks, interviews, reports, etc. The main goal of factual texts is to ensure that the reader is 

properly informed of its topic. Texts of this type are widely used for every educational level 

because they provide students with facts. Whilst they are not considered to be exactly 

entertaining for students, they do host relevant information and, thus they are always 

considered to be a vital part of study. These texts provide students with information such as; 

grammatical rules, vocabulary, etc, which they need to know in order to succeed in their 

classes. On the other hand, literary text is the category of texts that takes the form of poems, 

narratives or personal responses. Unlike factual texts, literary texts do not have be based on 

facts, nor do they need to be informative. These texts are more personal and vivid in the way 

they are written, as they seek to entertain the reader and provoke an emotional response from 

them. It is through literary texts can act as a source of vocabulary and provide them with 

much needed practice for language comprehension (“Different Types of Writing – Text 

Types: Public Schools.”) When comparing the two text types, then it could regard factual 

texts as a degree more essential in language education than their literary counterparts due to 

their informational nature. However, both types are constantly used in education since both of 

types provide students with valuable opportunities to practice with variety of readings. Both 
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types allow students to gain more proficiency in their language comprehension skills due to 

this difference. Thus, it serves a teacher well to regard both text types as vital rather than 

preferring one over the other, and judge what text would be better suited in lessons by their 

content over their type (İçmez 130; Khatib & Derakhshan 204). 
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4. The narrative  

4.1 Literary Analysis  

To analyse what genre a story belongs to, one must take into consideration the 

following: tone; theme; style; characters; and settings. These are often the main factors, as I 

wrote in the literature review, that need to be understood as a whole to place it into a genre 

(Chatman 143; Barwell 52). In that regard, I will be taking examples from Neil Gaiman’s 

short story, The Truth Is a Cave in the Black Mountains (2014). This particular short story 

contains themes of loss, distrust, regret and doubt.  

In the first paragraph of the story, the reader is given insight into the protagonist’s 

motive. The main character is full of self-loathing for driving his own daughter away, 

something which the first paragraph of the story alludes to, “You ask me if I can forgive 

myself? I can forgive myself for many things. For where I left him. For what I did. But I will 

not forgive myself for the year that I hated my daughter, when I believed her to have run 

away, perhaps to the city” (Gaiman 1). From the opening paragraph, the protagonist is 

showing that he committed various harmful acts, yet the one act that he cannot forgive 

himself is for is hating his daughter, which ultimately drove her away from him and his 

family. The protagonist then explains how long it has been since he lost her by stating, “I had 

searched for nearly ten years, although the trail was cold” (Gaiman 1).  

He has concluded to himself that she is dead, yet in some form or fashion he blames 

himself for it, with his search finishing with him seeking a cave in a place referred to as the 

Misty Isle. The opening narration does a good job of setting the overall tone of the story as 

well as giving insight into the protagonist. Both the narrative tone and the theme are dark, 

suspenseful and contemplative. An unforgiving and cruel world is alluded to, and yet he is 

quite honest and more trusting than others in the narrative. This makes the protagonist more 
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vulnerable and he knows this all too well, since he provides the point of view for narration. 

The protagonist is not painted as a traditional one, but rather he is viewed with suspicion and 

is described as ugly by others, with him referring to himself as “a small man” (Gaiman 2). 

Within the story, everyone is suspicious not only of him, but of others as well, which adds to 

the dark tone of the story. He is, however, well-spoken and sophisticated in his 

communications with others. He also hides distinct talents that one would not attribute to a 

man of his stature. For example, he is able to run faster than people twice his height: “I can 

run, and I can run well, and, if I need to I can run faster and longer and more sure-footedly 

than any full-sized man; and it was like this that I ran then” (Gaiman 12). The protagonist is 

well versed in the world that he lives in. His reason for seeking a guide is not only to take him 

to his main destination, but also for safety, “I am not here asking for directions. I seek a guide. 

And two travel more safely than one” (3). Thus, he sought out Calum MacInnes, a man that 

was known for reaching the cave on the isles and returning with a great amount of gold. 

Calum, while hesitant, agrees to guide him to the cave for reasons that are unknown. 

However, Calum never trusts the protagonist and clashes with him on a few occasions, as 

shown in the following extract:  

I woke in the night. There was cold steel against my throat—the flat of the blade, not 

the edge. I said, “And why would you ever kill me in the night, Calum MacInnes? For 

our way is long, and our journey is not yet over”.  

He said, “I do not trust you, dwarf.” (Gaiman 13). 

With his distrustful guide, the protagonist is seeking something of value to him. While 

claiming to be seeking gold, it is apparent that this is not the case; what he actually seeks is 

truth. He does not divulge this to Calum, who has concluded that the protagonist is after the 

wealth found in the cave. However, Calum fears the cave as its treasure is considered to be 

cursed, as people lose something when they obtain the treasure, and he himself has not really 
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divulged the reason why he agreed to be the guide. Others that he meets along the road also 

reinforce this belief about his character. Such as when they sought shelter in a cottage on the 

way to the isle, when the woman of the home hides beneath the bed because her husband told 

her not to trust anyone. Yet the protagonist, despite hearing about the curse and its effect on 

others, is still determined to get to the cave, even when he is warned about this:  

“Heard of it,” said the ferryman. “Heard also of the curse of it. I reckon that the one 

can take care of the other.” He spat into the sea. Then he said, “You’re an honest man, 

dwarf. I see it in your face. Do not seek this cave. No good can come of it.”. (Gaiman 

11)  

This distrust leads to both the protagonist and Calum trying to gather information from 

one another, in order to be properly armed should there be a confrontation when they arrive at 

the cave. However, as the narration has established, the protagonist is more trusting than 

Calum and he believes his words enough to disarm and enter the cave alone. What the 

protagonist got and what he expected were two completely different things as the protagonist 

informs the reader of his disappointment, “[he] had imagined riches, but there was nothing 

like that here. Only shadows. Only rock” (Gaiman 24). However, what the protagonist 

encounters there is something he did not expect, some kind of a creature that shapeshifted into 

a spectre of their greatest regret. This is what happened for him. ‘“Follow me,” said the 

skeleton of my daughter.’ (25). It is in the cave that Calum’s intentions are made clear to the 

protagonist:  

The reaver waits for you at the mouth of the cave. He waits for you to come out, 

weaponless and weighed down with gold. He will kill you, and take the gold from 

your dead hands. (Gaiman 24) 

This revelation does not surprise the protagonist since one could conclude that he was 

just as distrustful of Calum as he was of him, resulting in a confrontation between the two 
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men, where the protagonist has the upper hand. The result leaves Calum in an ironic position 

that the man that he intended to kill in cold blood is the only one that can save him as he asks, 

“So, will you leave me here to die, dwarf?” (26) with the protagonist exclaiming that he will 

come back for him. The twist here is that Calum is the most distrustful of all. He only 

travelled with the protagonist intending to betray him, but he now has no choice but to place 

his trust in the person he intended to rob and kill. While the protagonist does swear to come 

back for Calum, the promise comes with a catch: 

I blew on my hands, to dry the sweat before I began to climb. “I will come back for 

you,” I said. “With ropes. I have sworn.” 

 “When?” he asked, and he closed his eyes. 

 “In a year,” I told him. “I will come here in a year.”. (Gaiman 27) 

The protagonist is seemingly leaving Calum for dead when his unfortunate guide is 

forced to trust him at the end.  

If one were to categories The Truth Is a Cave in the Black Mountains it would be a 

fantasy story. This is due to how the character interactions always err on the side of caution or 

are outright hostile towards one another, with Calum’s distrust for the protagonist and the 

warning from the ferryman. All of these serve to illustrate to the reader that the world they 

inhabit is not a kind one (Worth n.p). The narrative atmosphere is also portrayed as 

oppressive when it comes to the weather, which is often described in grey and cloudy terms, 

such as “Above us, low clouds were scudding, grey and white and black, hiding each other 

and revealing and hiding again.” (Gaiman 12). Other times, the weather is portrayed as damp 

and desperate, “The rain began to fall then, and did not stop falling.” (Gaiman 10). This 

reinforces the bleakness of the story, setting a sombre tone as narrated by the protagonist, who 

seeks a quarry which whilst it might fulfil his needs, it will require something from him since 

it is cursed (Worth n.p). This transitions into the fantasy part of the story. One could consider 
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this a drama story, if not for the story’s instance that the treasure of the cave is cursed 

(Petzold 15). This curse proves to be true when the protagonist meets the creature of the cave 

that states that it is above mortality and it takes on the skeletal shape of his lost daughter after 

having read his mind, ”The whisper was amused. You are thinking like a mortal man… I 

chose something you loved. This was your daughter, Flora, as she was the last time you saw 

her” (Gaiman 23). The creature’s supernatural abilities are further illustrated when it is also 

able to divulge Calum’s intents to the protagonist. This is also accompanied by how people, 

including the protagonist, do not doubt that there is a curse on the treasure, meaning that there 

are potentially more supernatural or fantastical elements within the story’s world, such as 

people also referring to the protagonist as a dwarf rather than calling him a human, even 

though he insists on being nothing more than a small man. 

The Truth Is a Cave in the Black Mountains is a story of distrust and regret that is 

centred around characters who are portrayed in shades of grey and with different morals. 

None of the characters are explicitly good or evil in nature, but rather a mix of both since even 

the protagonist is narrated as being not above killing: “We have both killed men. Have you 

ever killed a woman, Calum MacInnes?” (Gaiman 20). While his guide Calum only agrees to 

accompany the protagonist in the hope of killing him and obtaining more gold. Finally, the 

story does not really have anything that would be considered a traditional hero, and it could 

be categorised as a drama if one were to remove the cursed treasure and the shapeshifter. The 

inclusion of fantastical elements and the way people regard it make this a story of the fantasy 

genre.  (Barwell 54 ; The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica “Fantasy.”).  

.  

4.2 Narrative Genres 

Due to the dynamic natures of genres, the inclusion of one narrative element is often 

enough to determine how a story is regarded when it is categorised. Gaiman’s The Truth Is a 
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Cave in the Black Mountains came to be regarded as fantasy due to the curse and the creature 

in the cave. (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica “Genre”; Miller 59). Fantasy as a genre 

does not only consist of works that are akin to those of Tolkien in narrative shape or form. 

One can easily find narratives set in modern and contemporary society, or even in the future 

(Fabrizi 3). A particularly apt example of this may be seen in fiction that is set in a modern 

setting with people using supernatural or magical powers (Nikolajeva 139). Harry Potter is a 

prime example of a modern fantasy, where, whilst the fantastic is hiding, it coexists with 

modern civilisation. In the Harry Potter books, the students go to Hogwarts by a train and in 

the Chamber of Secrets it is established that there is at least a flying car. However, it is 

narrated that magic and technology do not mix well together. Hogwarts does not rely on any 

modern inventions, such as computers or modern electric lighting, having enchanted books 

and candles to fulfil those roles instead. The train that takes the students to the school is steam 

powered or most likely enchanted, as, indeed, is the flying car. By implementing magic as the 

power source, propelling modern technology, a sense of wonder and the marvellous that is 

associated with fantasy is created (Black 243). 

This is how dynamic genres can be; by changing the nature of a story element, 

perspective, or even the time period, is often what makes a difference in categorising a 

narrative to a genre (Gill 73). Even then, there are various works that cross genre boundaries 

in their narrative style, and it is common for stories to be associated with more than one 

genre. For example, George. R.R. Martin’s Game of Thrones can be categorised as both 

fantasy and drama due to the way the narrative is focused on the inner human struggles of the 

characters, who inhabit a setting that they share with mythological creatures, such as dragons 

and the White Walkers (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica “Genre”; Nikolajeva 142). 

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, a science fiction novel, where the titular character brings life to 

a creature that ends up stalking and killing him, is also known as a horror story. The reason 
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that Frankenstein is known as a science fiction novel is due to the manner in which the 

creature is brought to life. If it had been given life through supernatural means, the story 

would have only been a horror one. However, since Frankenstein used a method that is 

science based, the story is categorised as science fiction as well. Frankenstein shows how 

close genres can be to each other with literature that serves as a good introduction to different 

genres (Chelton & Hartwell 134; Gill 77; Miller 62).  

Finally, while I have named a few genres, I must iterate that genres themselves are 

more of a marketing term. In mainstream fiction there are seven popular genres. They are 

action, crime, drama, horror, romance, science fiction and fantasy. (Gill 75; Miller 58; Petzold 

13). While these are considered the mainstays of popular fiction, they are not entirely fixed. 

Genres are constantly evolving alongside social norms, morals and the cultural context. They 

can also host fictional works that are cross-genre and can be further categorised within a genre 

as well, such as gothic horror works which have both romance and horror elements 

(Mendlesohn 246).  

4.3 Narrative Use in Education 

The use of narratives and their genres in education requires that a teacher is familiar 

with how each genre and their styles function. This is important when considering stories to 

use in language teaching. A teacher needs to ensure that the story they are choosing to use as 

their reading material does not confuse or frustrate their students with its narratives (Violetta-

Irene 76). Moreover, they should ensure that the chosen literature is interesting and 

encourages their students to actively engage with selected texts. Thus, when a language 

teacher is picking fiction to use in their lessons, they need to ensure that the story and its 

characters are intriguing. The narrative needs to be cohesive, and the theme and tone relevant, 

while ensuring that students can understand the narrative and how it is expressed (Van 7; 

Violetta-Irene 77). A teacher has a few sources to rely on when they are selecting literature 
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for pre-set readings. They can examine what movies or TV shows are popular, and what kind 

of news stories the students are engaged by. However, the best approach would be to directly 

ask students what kind of entertainment they are most engaged with, what kind of stories they 

enjoy, and what genres they most seek when engaging with fiction (Pareker & Lepper 627). 

Once a teacher has the information they require, they can then choose a genre to focus 

on when using pre-set literature. A teacher has to ensure that the literature they pick is 

relevant enough to grab the students’ interest. It should also be appropriate for use in class 

and fit the English level of the students (Maehr & Meyer 387). If stories that the teacher 

selects are not appropriate then this can be frustrating for the students and reduce their 

willingness to read them. If this were to happen, any potential benefit from the literature that 

was set for them would be squandered. (Cadden 149; Maehr & Meyer 392).  

Finding texts that are do not frustrate students is advised, especially since student 

proficiency within classes can differ vastly (Khatib & Derakhshan 204). However, a teacher 

must make sure that the texts that are selected are not too simple as well. For example, 

teaching Ulysses by James Joyce or Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations to a first year EFL 

class in upper secondary school is ill-advised. While there potentially could be students that 

would be able to understand and enjoy these types of literature, they do tend to be exceptions 

(Khatib & Derakhshan 206; Van 6). On the other hand, if a teacher were to provide students 

of that level with texts meant for first or second-year grade school native speakers, this could 

be too simple, or even be perceived as demeaning, leading to negative effects on student 

performance (Shazu 34 ;Van 7).  

One of the perceived benefits of the exploration of literary narratives and their genres 

is that they provide students with authentic material to engage with (Khatib & Derakhshan 

202; Van 1). Students are given glimpses into different cultural, societal and moral values 

when they are introduced to numerous narratives and styles, which brings me back to genre, 
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in particular fantasy. Since fantasy is a highly adaptive genre that can host various narrative 

styles, it is a prime candidate to provide texts and novels for students. It is important to note 

that fantasy literature has been used as a source of material in EFL education for quite some 

time (Smith; Mills 222). However, in recent years fantasy has gained more traction with 

students due to the success of different works of fiction in other media, such as the Game of 

Thrones TV series, Peter Jackson’s film adaptations of The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, 

along with successful video games such as Final Fantasy and Dragon Age (Green, Brock & 

Kaufman 313). Due to the success of these narratives, fantasy has become more relevant for 

EFL students, and I believe that capitalising on this would prove beneficial since those works 

of fiction have already familiarised students to some extent with how fantasy operates as a 

narrative (Mills 227). However, it is important to keep in mind that not all students enjoy or 

even care about such narratives. Thus, presenting students with different options is important 

as well, but a teacher also needs to take care not to overwhelm students with too many options 

(Van 11). Thus, it requires careful planning and preparation from the teacher to properly use 

not just fantasy, but any genre of literature in their classes. In so doing, they will be able to 

create lessons that will go a long way in making their classes fun, engaging, and ultimately 

enabling them to pique students’ curiosity and interest, resulting in more students that are 

more motivated and proficient (Parker & Lepper 631; Van 17). 

 

4.4 The Narration of Fantasy 

 “Imagination, not intelligence, made us human”, was written by Sir Terry Pratchett in 

his foreword of The Ultimate Encyclopaedia of Fantasy (1998). Pratchett emphasised that the 

most essential part for any person is that their mind must be active and vibrant; most things 

can be intelligent, yet it takes imagination to allow people to be their own persons. It is 

imagination that inspires them with goals to strive for, allows them to seek solutions outside 
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normal parameters, and enables them to weave tales, stories and narratives that affect others. 

Keeping our imaginations active is what will prove more vital to people than intelligence 

(Zipes 78). Of course, that perspective is debatable because one should not disregard one for 

the other, but rather keep both in equal measure. However, Pratchett’s argument is that 

intelligence is limited, while imagination is not (Poskanzer 472). Imagination enables people 

to have fantasies and fantasy as a phenomenon has been a constant companion to mankind. It 

has manifested through legends, myths, religious stories and superstitions, and is quite often 

considered the opposite to reality, but some would argue that it is a necessity for civilisation 

to help make sense of the world when reason fails (Zipes 78). Such attempts at rationalisation 

have resulted in a plethora of myths, legends and fairy tales. For example: one could consider 

the creation of Thor, the Norse God of Thunder, as a way for Viking civilisations to explain 

the existence of thunder and lightning (Tolkien, On Fairy-Stories 8). In contemporary society, 

the benefit of scientific progress has enabled us to properly understand how lightning works, 

what it is and what it does. Past civilisations did not have that advantage, which is why they 

would turn to fantasy to try and complete the picture or solve the mystery of lightning 

(Tolkien, On Fairy-Stories 10). 

 It could be said that indulging in fantasy is something that people who lack 

understanding of the world would do, attributing it to a primitive way of thought that uses it 

as a method to describe the unexplainable or that the act of fantasising is primarily for 

children (Tolkien, On Fairy-Stories 11). There is an ongoing argument between fantasy 

literature scholars and other critics/scholars that fantasy is a coping mechanism to deal with a 

harsh reality by offering some form of escapism to a person. That there is a need to escape 

when tragedy strikes or an explanation for phenomena that are difficult understand, resulting 

in people trying at times to establish reasons in the same manner that the Vikings did with 

Thor, or folklore about monsters that were out to harm people. It is sometimes said that this 
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led to the legends about the mythical places that one could travel to, such as Avalon, Atlantis 

and the Garden of Eden, or places in the real world that are considered to be sacred and/or 

mythical, for example, Mount Olympus (Zipes 79). There is also the view that the need to 

rationalise in this way, which might be considered juvenile by some, is a real and natural part 

of a person’s psyche, as J.R.R Tolkien explains in On Fairy-Stories: 

 Fantasy is a natural human activity. It certainly does not destroy or even insult 

Reason; and it does not either blunt the appetite for, nor obscure the perception of, 

scientific verity. On the contrary. The keener and the clearer is the reason, the better 

fantasy will it make. (18) 

It is important to when discussing fantasy to ensure that the event that is fantasised is 

not considered unrealistic or something that will be frowned upon. As Tolkien put it, fantasy 

is a phenomenon that is just as central to a person as reason is. It can be born of reason and 

vice versa. This is a rhetoric that is echoed by Pratchett with his claim that the ability to 

fantasise is what could be taken as the strongest indicator that someone is indeed human. 

Even though it can be considered a sign of an inexperienced mind, there are different ways 

that it could be viewed (Zipes 80). In my own studies, I have found that fantasy will occur in 

any mind and often the most experienced minds are more than willing to indulge in it 

(Thomas 63; Tolkien, On Fairy-Stories 18). It is this tendency to indulge oneself in their 

imagination that gives fantasy its appeal, allowing for narratives that often entertain the more 

whimsical side of people and engaging them in varied and vivid narratives (Nikolajeva 153).  

As mentioned above, the main narration element of fantasy literature is the usage of 

something that is considered unrealistic and/or unbelievable. This can be portrayed as 

magical, otherworldly, supernatural, or bizarre in nature to evoke a sense of amazement, 

wonder, horror or unsettlement in the audience (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica 

“Fantasy”; Nikolajeva 138). While fantasy can assume various tones, they can also be epic 
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narratives such as the Lord of the Rings trilogy, comedic as with Sir Terry Pratchett’s 

Discworld series, Heroic or sword and sorcery fantasies with Conan the Barbarian, and even 

contemporary with Cassandra Clare’s City of Bones. These are just a few examples of the 

range that fantasy narration can encompass, which is their main appeal (Mendelsohn 246). I 

shall refer to the story I analysed earlier, Gaiman’s The Truth Is a Cave in the Black 

Mountains. If it was not for the inclusion of a shapeshifting creature and the cursed treasure, 

this could have been categorised as drama. However, the main focus and goal for the 

protagonist is the cursed treasure and the story’s portrayal of how the creature and the treasure 

ultimately influenced the end of the story (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica 

“Fantasy.”). Had the protagonist not been warned by the creature his guide, Calum would 

have ambushed him. However, the treasure that the protagonist found was not gold as the 

protagonist replied ’”There was no gold there for such as I,” I said.” (Gaiman 26). Perhaps his 

encounter with the creature that took the skeletal shape of his daughter was a reward enough 

for him. He simply wanted to meet his daughter again, even if it was as an imposter, and that 

was what he most wanted after searching for her for ten years. Another plot point that 

classifies this story as fantasy is the way in which the protagonist learns of Calum’s intent. 

Had the story been of the drama genre, then the protagonist would have deduced for himself 

that Calum wanted to ambush him. Instead, he was warned by a fantastical creature that he 

had the ability to source information from people’s minds. It is this inclusion and the effect it 

has on the story’s climax that results in it being regarded as a fantasy narrative (Fimi 337; 

Miller 63). As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, fantasy is accommodating to other genres, 

since the inclusion of the fantastic in various narratives can be subtle or blatant, giving it high 

adaptability. It is this adaptive narrative ability of fantasy literature that I argue will lend itself 

well to education. (Pareker & Lepper 633; Worth n.p; Ziper 78) 
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5. Fantasy Literature 

5.1 Literary Analysis 

I will base my literary analysis of fantasy narratives on four different subcategories 

that were established in Mendlesohn’s Rhetorics of Fantasy: portal-quest; immersive; 

intrusion; and liminal. I will, however, only work with portal-quest and immersive fantasies, 

since they would be best suited to explain the advantages that fantasy literature brings to EFL 

education. I will pair portal-quest and immersive fantasies together in a section and use 

selected sections from J.R.R. Tolkien’s Fellowship of the Ring for the portal-quest variant. Sir 

Terry Pratchett’s Guards! Guards! will be used to cover immersive fantasies. 

5.1.1 Portal-Quest and Immersive Fantasy Analysis 

The portal-quest fantasy is what I would consider to be a stereotypical fantasy and it is 

generally acknowledged as such. My view is based on experiences with fantasy literature of 

the quest variety, such as Tolkien’s The Fellowship of the Ring, which was the first fantasy 

novel I read. The series starts with one of its main protagonists, Frodo Baggins, who is a naive 

hobbit that has never left his home in the Shire. He undertakes a heroic quest to destroy an 

ancient evil entity to save the realm of Middle-Earth (Fimi 336). The Fellowship of the Ring is 

a quest fantasy that marks the start of Frodo’s travels from the Shire to destroy the One Ring, 

which involves a series of travels that take him across Middle-Earth to the mountain of 

Orodruin in Mordor (Mendlesohn 2). It is a story of great personal risk to Frodo, since he is 

the one that must carry the One Ring to the only place in the world where it can be destroyed. 

It is stated that someone that Frodo knows to be wise is Gandalf: “But as for breaking the 

Ring, force is useless.” (Tolkien FOTR 89). Then he further states that there is no smith, nor 

any furnace or fire within the realm, that can even dent the ring, save for the very place where 
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the ring was forged. Frodo exclaims that he does wish for the ring’s destruction, but also that 

he does not feel he is the right person for such a task. (Tolkien FOTR 89). Yet, he has little 

choice but to take the ring to the fires of Orodruin, which were used to forge the ring, to 

destroy it, since Frodo was for some reason chosen by the One Ring. He is the only one who 

can deliver it to that mountain. 

 In general, portal-quest fantasy is a journey where the protagonist has a goal that they 

must achieve. The goal can be to reach a certain destination, meet a certain person, to find an 

item, obtain power or, as is the case with The Lord of the Rings, to destroy power. The main 

moral focus is on Frodo’s struggle to resist the corrupting lure of the One Ring that various 

people have fallen prey to, Gollum and Bilbo being the most obvious examples (Mendlesohn 

7). Thus, Frodo has no choice but to leave once he realises that his beloved Shire will be in 

danger if he stays there: “But in the meanwhile it seems that I am a danger… I cannot keep 

the Ring and stay here.” (Tolkien FOTR 92). Frodo starts his journey into a world he has little 

to no knowledge of and which requires him to have some kind of guide. The inclusion of a 

guide in portal-quest fantasies is common, particularly at the outset of the story, since the 

protagonist is placed in a situation in which guidance is required. This is often done by 

portraying the protagonists as rather ignorant/naïve of the world or unsure how to proceed 

towards their goal. Examples of such guides may be found in the form of Hagrid and 

Dumbledore in Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, whereas Gandalf 

assumes that role for Frodo in Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings. A particularly apt example of 

this is seen in Gandalf’s letter to Frodo which explains how to proceed, whom to trust and 

where to go next:  

Dear Frodo, Bad news has reached me here. I must go off at once. You had better 

leave Bag End soon, and get out of the Shire before the end of July at latest. I will 

return as soon as I can; and I will follow you, if I find that you are gone. Leave a 
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message for me here, if you pass through Bree. You can trust the landlord (Butterbur). 

You may meet a friend of mine on the Road: a Man, lean, dark, tall, by some called 

Strider. He knows our business and will help you. Make for Rivendell. There I hope 

we may meet again. If I do not come, Elrond will advise you. (Tolkien FOTR 214) 

The guides are often essential in portal-quest fantasies as they are not only required to 

explain to the protagonist the workings of the world, its history and give instructions for the 

journey, but they also exist to relay this information to the reader. This makes the guide vital 

in a narrative sense, to explain these factors to the reader without breaking the immersive 

experience for the reader. In other words, they exist to enable the narrative to be downloaded 

to both the reader and the protagonist, as Gandalf does with Frodo, and finally, that 

information is instilled in the reader too (Fimi 39; Mendlesohn 11; Trites 480). 

This brings us to the narrative of portal-quest fantasies. Often, the narrative of portal-

quest fantasies is from the protagonist’s point of view or the narrator is a part of the 

protagonist’s group, telling of their experiences throughout the story. However, the narrator 

tends not to focalised, allowing the narration to switch characters (Mendlesohn 12). Thus, it is 

important that the world is defamiliarised to the reader/protagonist so that the world’s 

explanation can be justified in the context of the narrative (Mendlesohn 2). Portal-quest 

fantasies are often about learning to understand the world, since one of the major mechanics 

of such narratives is that the world is explained and decoded to the protagonist. Once they 

have done so, they can apply their own understanding of the world and realise how they can 

remain true to their own morals, and also use their moral views to help the world in which 

they are completing their coming of age (Trites 482).  

This brings me to the final point I wish to discuss about portal-quest fantasies. The 

main appeal of this kind of fantasy is how it depicts and describes their worlds. The 

landscapes are both familiar and exotic. There are worlds that are inhabited by all manner of 
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creatures (Petzold 13). It is the lure of exploring a new world that is one of the strongest 

attractions that portal-quest fantasy has. In Fellowship of the Ring, their travels often paint 

various and awe inspiring landscapes, for example, “The night was clear, cool, and starry, but 

smoke-like wisps of mist were creeping up the hill-sides from the streams and deep meadows. 

Thin-clad birches, swaying in a light wind above their heads, made a black net against the 

pale sky.” (101). Tolkien most likely based this description on his immediate territory, yet 

such richly descriptive language is welcoming to readers, allowing them to imagine the stories 

world more vividly (Chelton & Hartwell 135). Tolkien masterfully uses landscape 

descriptions such as these to make the fantasy more vivid and real to the reader. This in turn 

has the reader become more invested in the story, which is further enhanced with the 

characters (Chatman 174; Fimi 39; Mendlesohn 50).  

 As I mentioned earlier, portal-quest fantasies tend to lack focalisation and the 

narrative of Lord of the Rings is no different. The story is constantly shifting between the 

protagonists and characters, allowing the reader to learn how the world works as they 

experience these different viewpoints (Mendlesohn 8). The reader is treated as a traveller 

alongside the protagonists as a companion to the main characters, as the story unfolds and 

learning as they do. The ability to shift the narrative viewpoint around enables portal-quest 

fantasies to tell grand and epic tales, yet allows them to tell small personal stories of different 

characters. Giving this subcategory of fantasy great freedom when it comes to the types of 

stories that are narrated. (Mendlesohn 10). 

 How immersive fantasies approach their protagonist, readers and its worlds are done 

quite differently than in portal-quest fantasy. To demonstrate that, I will use Pratchett’s 

Guards! Guards! (1990). In Guards! Guards! its protagonist, the captain of the city guards, 

Samuel Vimes, must investigate a conspiracy that a group of small-minded people conjured 

up that revolves around an attempted assassination of the Patrician of the City of Ankh-
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Morpork, using a dragon. When it comes to protagonist introductions, Vimes is less than 

flattering with him being depicted as a drunkard: “And drunken Captain Vimes of the Night 

Watch staggered slowly down the street” (Pratchett 1-2). It is clear that he is not in the best of 

positions and there is not much else that is told about him other than he is quite bitter. So, it 

becomes a mystery to the reader how Vimes is even capable of resolving the looming crisis. 

Vimes’ introduction is fitting, since the city itself is also regarded as being rather poor: “In 

another space entirely, it was early morning in Ankh-Morpork, the oldest and greatest and 

grubbiest of cities.” (Pratchett 1). The city serves as the entire setting for the story, unlike in 

the Fellowship of the Ring which has the protagonists travel across the world. Guards! 

Guards! takes place entirely within the city. Another difference is the scale of the main 

objective of the protagonists. Frodo has to defeat a great evil, while Vimes has to prevent an 

assassination attempt on the City’s leader, who is more morally ambiguous than Vimes is 

himself. However, the act of attempting to assassinate the Patrician is treated as a rather 

mundane affair, by both Vimes and the Patrician himself. This is due to Vimes being a 

lifelong citizen of the city and the world he inhabits, which means his observations and 

knowledge are necessary to help the reader to understand the city and its inhabitants. Unlike 

Frodo, Vimes is already the expert. Vimes does not need a guide nor does he need to have the 

knowledge given to him. He already knows how the world works and the narrative treats the 

reader in the same way. It is this knowledge and integration that results in Vimes being the 

quintessential immersive fantasy protagonist, something that is possible because he is so 

ingrained in the world. He is just one of many characters that live in the narrative, and he 

understands both the mechanics and the people of the world enough for him not to be amazed 

or marvelled by them (Mendlesohn 60). It really is the case that Vimes shows interest or 

amusement in irregularities whilst regarding them as a bother to his regular flow of life, which 

is highlighted when he sees the dragon for the first time :  
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The great dragon danced and spun and trod the air over the city. Its colour was 

moonlight, gleaming off its scales. Sometimes it would twist and glide with deceptive 

speed over the rooftops for the sheer joy of existing. And it was all wrong, Vimes 

thought. Part of him was marvelling at the sheer beauty of the sight, but an insistent, 

weaselly little group of brain cells from the wrong side of the synapses was scrawling 

its graffiti on the walls of wonderment. It's a bloody great lizard, they jeered. Must 

weigh tons. Nothing that big can fly, not even on beautiful wings. And what is a flying 

lizard doing with great big scales on its back. (Pratchett 76) 

This view of irregularities is quite common within narratives of immersive fantasies. 

When something different happens it is interesting, as the narration notes. Vimes is captivated 

by how proficiently the dragon flies over the city, that something so large is capable of such a 

feat. However, he rationalises to himself that this should not be able to happen. That 

something that big, should not be flying, that to all intent and purposes it is a giant lizard that 

for some reason has wings. That this is something that should not be marvelled at, but rather 

that it is a bother that needs to be gotten rid of (Luthi 5 ;Mendlesohn 60). 

Two other key factors that assert Guards! Guards! as an immersive fantasy. Firstly, 

the entire plot occurs solely within the city. Immersive fantasies tend to be set in localised 

narrative landscapes and it assumes that the characters, along with the reader already have all 

the knowledge of the world that they will need. Therefore, not much is explained unless 

another character that is less knowledgeable prompts this. Secondly, there is the fact that the 

world is established to be impenetrable, and even the dragon and its existence are a product 

that is known to occur within Discworld. The dragon is not an invader from outside of the 

world. It is just as much a resident of the world as the people who summoned it, and is even 

identified as an extinct breed of dragon known as “Draco nobilis” (Pratchett 75). It is this 

resistance to outside influences and the mundane treatment of the fantastical that makes 
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Guards! Guards! an immersive fantasy. Unlike in Harry Potter, there is always a feeling of 

amazement from meeting a new kind of fantastical creature, while in Guard! Guards! most 

people regard such as more of a bother (Abbott 21-25; Luthi 12; Mendlesohn 63-64). To 

further elaborate, throughout Harry Potter, there is always something new, exciting, or 

different for the protagonist and the reader to experience. The narrative is written in such a 

way as to convey the enchanted feeling to the reader, who is left in no doubt that magic is 

exciting and dangerous but, nonetheless, a wondrous thing. On the other hand, this occurs not 

just in Guards! Guards! but in the Discworld series in general. This feeling of wonder is 

absent when it comes to magic. It is considered a nuisance since, unlike in Harry Potter, in 

Discworld it lacks a proper system and is unreliable. The magic is actually so unreliable that 

even the most skilled wizard does everything they can to avoid using it. Thus, magic is not a 

force to enchant as it is in Harry Potter, in which its use often occurs in tandem with other 

less common mystical occurrences. That is why, when the dragon appears in Guards! 

Guards!, the characters regarded it with curiosity, but they would really prefer that it just 

went away, since dragons, rather like magic, are known to be bothersome. It is nothing really 

extraordinary, it is just something different, but they would really like it to go away. This tone 

is maintained throughout Guards! Guards! and, also, it is important that the world feels 

complete. (Luthi 10; Mendlesohn 63-64). 

As complete as the worlds are in immersive fantasy, the stories that take place in those 

fantasies differ greatly in tone to those in portal-quest fantasies. The narrative of immersive 

fantasy is more concerned with the thinning of the world and its entropy, unlike its portal-

quest counterpart which is focused on healing and the restoration of past glories (Mendlesohn 

60). Immersive fantasy is also the only one of the four genres that does not require a dividing 

line between the real and the fantastical worlds, since the fantastical world is very much a part 

of an immersive world, and treating it otherwise would only negatively impact the narrative 
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(Mendlesohn 61). For the illusions within immersive fantasies to be maintained, the narrative 

has to be coherent enough to keep the consumer engrossed in the story. If the narrative is not 

sufficiently coherent, the immersion fantasy will fall apart and the narrative will be less 

effective at capturing the reader. Maintaining cohesion requires that certain knowledge must 

be relayed to the reader at the same time as the protagonist or other major characters receive 

it. This means that the narratives of immersive fantasies have to be creative and clever with 

expositions, colloquially referred to as infodumps. That is often done by having the 

protagonist either giving information to a secondary character, who is not as smart as they are, 

or receive it from a smarter character. Infodumps can also be achieved with newsflashes or 

some kind of announcement (Mendlesohn 70).  

 By making the reader learn the information from the protagonist, rather than at the 

moment when the information is needed, it helps to make the immersion feel more natural. 

Information is treated as it was always there, that the protagonist already knew it or another 

character, often one that is smarter than the protagonist. This means, when the information is 

brought up, it must be done in a manner that is more of a reaffirmation of knowledge rather 

than directly teaching the protagonist something new. The only time the protagonist learns 

something new, this comes from someone that has been established as a smarter character, 

and often it is not major information about the world, but rather a fragment of knowledge that 

helps the protagonist to confirm something for themselves and further reinforces their 

knowledge. (Mendlesohn 69). This brings me to the narrative focus in immersive fantasies. 

While portal-quest fantasies tend to revolve more around the moral of the world, immersive 

fantasy is more centred around the making of the world, or how the world is shaped by 

people’s relationship with it. This in turn means that the protagonist of an immersive fantasy 

is driven by a different force than a protagonist in a portal-quest fantasy, in which the 

protagonist is driven by morality or destiny. On the other hand, an immersive protagonist 
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rejects the forces that a portal-quest protagonist is usually driven by, and instead immersive 

protagonists are often driven by their own questioning of the world they inhabit, which tends 

to put them on antagonistic terms with the world (Mendlesohn 66). In Guards! Guards!, this 

aspect appears when Vimes and the Patrician are having an exchange about human nature. 

“Of course, of course,” he said. “You have to believe that, I appreciate. Otherwise you'd go 

quite mad.” (231). The Patrician is quite cynical in his view while Vimes tries to say 

otherwise. However, Vimes’ words feel hollow even to him, with the debate being ended in 

the following way by the Patrician. This means that Vimes, despite his occupation, cannot 

really believe in the good in people, and that his own beliefs are not that much different from 

those of the Patricians. This type of view, with the moral line that separates the villain from 

the hero often being blurred or even non-existent, is very common in immersive fantasies. 

Portraying the characters in a state of moral ambiguity makes the narratives of immersive 

fantasies more suited to adult readers (Mendelsohn 113).  

To conclude concerning portal-quest and immersive fantasies, they are fantasies that, 

when juxtaposed to one another, are quite different in their narrative styles. In portal-quest 

narratives, the protagonist departs from their own world for a new one. They are invited into a 

closed world with its own established history, lore and conflicts, providing both the reader 

and the protagonist with a guiding figure to essentially download the world to them. This 

allows the reader to see how the protagonist decodes that world as they consume the narrative 

and judge the moral position of the protagonist. The narrative is structured in such a way that 

they are hearing the tale being told to them by a storyteller. 

While in immersive fantasies, the protagonist is a native character well-versed in the 

ways of their world and are rarely marvelled or amazed by the fantastic. The narrative regards 

the reader as the protagonist, that they are also native to the setting and there is no need to 

explain common sense or general knowledge to them. Thus, knowledge is not download to 
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the protagonist, nor the reader. But, rather is often shared when the situation demands it by an 

expert, be it the protagonist or someone smarter. Finally, immersive fantasy considers 

morality not as a black and white subject, rather that it is a grey spectrum, and everyone has 

some degree of good and bad in them. Which the narrative often displays by having the moral 

line between antagonist and protagonist being flimsy or non-existent.  

What I would consider as fundamental examples to define portal-quest fantasies, 

Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, The Hobbit, C.S. Lewis’s The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe 

are considered prominent in that regard, while Pratchett’s Discworld and G.R.R Martin’s 

Game of Thrones are definitive examples of immersive fantasy (Fabritzi 8; Luthi 13). 

 Ultimately, portal-quest fantasies have stereotyped the sword and sorcery narrative as 

fantasy, and they are the first thing I would think of when fantasy is being discussed. Portal-

quest fantasies are always directing information outwards to the reader, and are always 

willing to share magic and the sense of the marvellous. However, this category of fantasy can 

encompass so much more than wizards and dragons. The Harry Potter series are also portal-

quest fantasies. If one were to look at movies such as 1968’s Planet of the Apes, this is also a 

portal-quest fantasy. A subgenre portal-quest fantasy is bursting with material and narratives, 

and always potentially hosting a story or a narrative that would appeal to many people. It is 

this ability to offer something which anyone could enjoy that is one of its greatest strengths.  

While immersive fantasies are more intent on focusing their narratives inwards, 

because they obscure anything from the outside world. In this subcategory, the reader is 

treated as a normal part of the world which leads to the immersion feeling being genuine, and 

they are regarded as members of the story’s world (Mendlesohn 59). Just as with portal-quest 

narratives, these are filled with potential and there is the ability to host a story that anyone 

should be able to enjoy. To me, the way in which immersive fantasies approach their narrative 

sequences is what makes this such an interesting genre of fantasy. It requires writing with 
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finesse and great subtlety on the part of the author, which leads to them using interesting 

techniques and dialogues that are quite personalised, when the work of different authors is 

considered. The result is that the reader establishes a firm connection to the story’s world, 

where they are invited to experience the narrative, not as an outsider looking in through a 

window, but rather as someone who is a member of the world and situated in the middle of 

the events as they unfold. (Mendlesohn 112-113). 

5.1.3 Fantasy Literary Analysis: Conclusion 

Before I bring this chapter to a close, I’d like to quickly discuss irregularities, that is 

narratives that cannot be defined by just one genre or category. What I have argued is that 

fantasy as a genre can cover a multitude of stories and themes, and also that there is great 

variety within fantasy that can be used to motivate students to engage with their school 

readings. While I have mostly been working with categories that were defined by 

Mendlesohn, she, along with others, points out that these are more to understand fantasy as a 

genre rather than absolute rules as to what classifies as fantasy. There have been, and always 

will be, narratives that subvert the taxonomy, even within the genre itself (Fabrizi 8). The 

major example I used in this chapter was Terry Pratchett’s Guards, Guards, which, along 

with Pratchett’s other works, tended to be rather satirical and humorous in its narrative, while 

all of his stories have fantastical settings, and thus they can easily be categorised as fantasy 

comedies (Abbott 15).  

I argue that being aware of genre crossing works is vital when working with finding 

works, not just in fantasy, but in literature in general to use in education. By understanding 

how and which narratives cross genres, a teacher would be able to find similar works that they 

could recommend to their students or set as pre-set readings for them. This would require the 

teacher to have more than a general idea of which books their students enjoy, but also it is 

rather important for them to understand what genres the students find most engaging in 
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entertainment media overall. Whether this is from movies, TV shows or even what they watch 

on YouTube, this knowledge can then be utilised to find literature works that would appeal to 

the students, which is where genre crossing works would prove advantageous (Boardwell 49).  

Fantasy literature owes its diversity to the number of sources it can seek inspiration 

from, while most of what is marketed as sword and sorcery fantasies in popular culture is 

based on Arthurian legends. There are numerous narratives in the same subcategory that are 

not influenced by these legends, rather the inspiration for them was sought from elsewhere. 

Fantasy’s ability to encompass stories of such variety is what I would argue is its greatest 

strength as a genre. It allows it to appeal to different demographics while encouraging readers 

to follow their imaginations as they explore different worlds, various tones and themes from 

unique and interesting viewpoints. With each subcategory having its own strengths, such as 

portal-quest, which hosts narratives that work well to introduce consumers to new worlds and 

high fantasy stories, since they tend to focus on morality and restoration of the world. 

Immersive fantasy is more about morally ambiguous main characters, who are more 

concerned by the entropy of the world and their daily lives, with narrative styles that are 

better suited to more adult readers. 

It is the way that fantasy has the ability to appeal to distinct interests and the manner in 

which those narratives engage people that makes it so beneficial different purposes, be they 

education, entertainment or other. That there are various stories that are similar within this 

category of fantasy is important because it leaves open a gateway to even more works of 

fiction that are similar in style and pacing. Yet, there are themes and genres of stories that 

could potentially be explored by readers, not just in literature, but in other media as well 

(Cruz 11). This provides exposure to different English dialects, and presents cultural and 

societal information in ways that are open, accessible and engaging to the reader, along with 

being abundant. Since fantasy as a genre has been gaining more mainstream media appeal, the 
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social view that fantasy is for children is on the decline with more works gaining recognition. 

Due to this, fewer people are now reluctant to engage with this genre (Csögl 4; Zipes 83). 

Finally, the fantasy genre houses works of fiction that are considered to be entertaining in 

general, due to how they foster the stimulation of people’s imaginations, resulting in 

narratives that can be considered to be gripping and informational (Thomas 62). I believe that 

this is what makes fantasy a prime candidate for use in EFL teaching, not only to provide 

students with authentic material, but also to entertain them since if students feel that they can 

enjoy their readings they will become more willing to complete them (Cruz 184, Csögl 17; 

Williams-Pierce 7). 

 

5.2 The Benefits of Fantasy Narratives in Education 

There are two immediate benefits that fantasy narratives bring to education: Firstly, it 

is stimulating for students. Fantasy or rather fantasising is something that everyone does, such 

as saying, “I would do X if I won the lottery,” or “If I could meet my favourite celebrity and 

hangout with them.” These are the kinds of small fantasies that people entertain themselves 

with and express in their day to day lives, even if it is just for a moment to escape for their 

own reasons (Thomas 62). These kinds of fantasy happen, because the act of fantasising is 

natural for people, but as people grow up they are taught that indulging themselves in such a 

manner is unbecoming of an adult (Tolkien, On Fairy-Stories 14). Doing so, however, is, as I 

have found out, a mistake, since fantasising is enriching for the mind and does more than 

bring escapism into people’s lives. Fantasy helps nurture the mind, keeping it active and 

constantly in practice (Zipes 79). If a teacher encourages students to use their imagination, 

they are also motivating their students to keep their minds healthy, which in turn allows 

students to practice other skills, such as critical thinking, problem solving and self-reflection 

(Mills 231; Parker & Lepper 628). My studies have led me to believe that being able to 
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fantasies is the sign of an active mind trying to make sense of the information it is receiving 

and translating it in a way that is relevant to that person (Tolkien 12; Zipes 80). 

This brings me to the second perceived benefit: Fantasy is relevant to students (Zipes 

85). Since fantasy brings a rich source of marvelling and enchantment, it increases the 

experiences that the students are able to enjoy. Fantasy also serves to inspire, give lessons of 

consequence or to provide hope (Fabrizi 3). Allowing students to engage with fantasy 

narratives enables them to find stories that they care about or find engaging. It acts as a source 

of encouragement to them, to experience fiction that allows them to enjoy their studies as they 

read narratives which entertain or captivate them. This would result in more active students 

who are willing to partake in their lessons, to explore topics and subjects. This in turn makes 

them more engaged and invested in their own education (Valerio 32).  

Fantasy has great usage and utility in education in general which becomes apparent 

when language teaching is the subject in question (Thomas 63). This is why I chose fantasy 

for my thesis because as a fictional genre, it is abundant with potential narratives that can 

cover a multitude of subjects by various authors, filmmakers and more. This leads to a high 

likelihood of finding a story that would appeal to students. However, due to how broad a 

genre fantasy is, one must take great care when discussing fantasy (Csögl 3). As a genre, 

fantasy is gaining increasing traction among other types of contemporary fiction due to its 

increasing popularity in mainstream pop culture. The success of the film adaptations of 

Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings and J.K Rowling’s Harry Potter novels, which were already 

phenomenal in their own right, has led to increased relevance for younger generations 

(Bordwell 75). Yet, fantasy can appeal to more than just children. There are numerous fantasy 

narratives created for adults, because even as adults, fantasy has merit for us all. Regardless of 

how old a reader is, even if it is not in the form of a sword and sorcery, we all, as consumers, 

like to be entertained, thrilled, to be made to laugh, cry and kept in suspense, Fantasy allows 
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people to do so with no harm to themselves or others, and it gives them topics to discuss with 

others along with subjects for contemplation. Regardless of age, there is a place for fantasy to 

enrich people’s lives (Cruz 5).  

It is this appeal, and potential entertainment value, that an EFL teacher can take 

advantage of since it is often quite challenging to find topics for lessons that students are 

willing to engage with, and which will present them with assignments that they want to 

partake in. Centring EFL lessons around topics that students enjoy will increase student 

participation, since the assignment is based on something with which they are familiar and 

want to experience more of. Using fantasy literature in EFL lessons gives the student a chance 

to express their own experiences when working on the topic at hand (Csögl 19; Smith; 

Poskanzer 473). As I have mentioned above, fantasy literature can bring authentic and 

relevant material to EFL students that allows them to experience different perspectives, 

explore moral lessons, ideals, goals, and also varieties of English vernacular that they would 

otherwise rarely encounter (Thomas 61; Violetta-Irene 76). Finally, fantasy in EFL education 

enables the teacher to teach students how to interact with different types of grammar usage, 

building a more robust vocabulary and leading to better proficiency in English (Floris 11). 

5.3 Fantasy and Motivational reading 

Teachers already have an uphill battle when they have to address and maintain student 

motivation. They need to rely on whatever advantages are available to them to increase 

student activity and interest in class. As I have stated throughout this thesis, students are more 

willing to engage with material that they deem to be enjoyable and relevant to themselves. 

However, while students are engaged with fantasy in various media, their engagement with 

fantasy as literature is not as prolific (Csögl 18). When this reluctance is combined with the 

ways in which EFL students are learning to read English, some may not feel that they are 

ready for or will enjoy narrative readings. This makes it a difficult task for EFL teachers to 
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get students to actively engage with pre-set literature in general. Often it is a problem to 

provide relevant topics, and while fantasy is something that the majority of students enjoy, not 

all of them are willing to engage with pre-set readings, regardless of which genre is presented 

to them (Van 2). Therefore, a teacher needs to examine which fantasy stories students are 

enjoying outside of literature, and to find texts that are similar enough to gain student interest, 

yet different enough to pique their curiosity (Shazu 34). This is where fantasy’s ability to 

stimulate the reader’s imagination comes into play. Students that find the narrative engaging 

will be more likely to keep up with their required reading, especially if they find it 

entertaining, increasing their interest in literature, more so if it is of the same genre as their 

previous narrative readings. This makes them more willing to explore other stories, especially 

if they find books that they feel are similar to ones they have experienced before. They then 

become even more motivated to keep on exploring, not just fantasy, but possibly other genres 

as well (Csögl 47; Parker & Lepper 631). Finally, I repeatedly encountered enjoyment as a 

concept throughout my readings of other articles and books about fantasy and motivation. It 

was often named as the main motivational appeal of fantasy literature, since students find 

such stories enjoyable to read (Chelton & Hartwell 134). This allows them to engage more 

fully in their education and have fun while learning, since they enjoy the narratives and styles 

that are often associated with fantasy. Thus, I argue that a teacher needs to ensure that the 

fantasy they choose is not only informational but also fun for students. Having texts that fulfil 

both of those conditions is ideal to motivate students to read fantasy and literature as a whole 

(Chelton & Hartwell 136; Parker & Lepper 633). 
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6. Motivation 

6.1 Student Motivation 

Motivation is an umbrella term for a psychological phenomenon that is used to explain 

why people decide to do something, how much effort they are willing to exert when pursuing 

it, and how long they are willing to sustain that effort. People often use motivation as a reason 

when they are reflecting on their past successes and failures. They do so in order to fully 

develop their capacities and inherited talents, and to find reasons for their progression, or lack 

of it, by attributing their success in those areas to motivation (Dörnyei 9). Motivation is often 

used as an explanation as to why people engage with various activities that can take various 

forms. People get motivated for enjoyment, to advance, to achieve, to meet expectations, to 

prove something, either to themselves or to others. These are just few potential sources of 

motivation, but each one is a valid reason that ensures that people stay engaged with whatever 

task they have set in front of themselves (Oroujlou & Vahedi 991). 

It is important for teachers to understand motivation since it is an important factor for 

student engagement. This requires teachers to learn and maintain methods and teaching 

materials that can be used to increase student engagement with their lessons, but also to find 

ways to generate motivation within students to assist them in becoming more active in classes 

(Guthrie et al 283). Motivation is considered one of the key components for success in 

education and is attributed as a major cause for student success, with the lack of motivation 

being linked to failure (Dörnyei 5). A teacher that understands motivation is able to take 

advantage of that knowledge to conduct more successful lessons. However, it is rather 

difficult for teachers to keep their students interested in a subject and to generate perpetual 

motivation. This requires teachers to maintain variety in their lesson plans, topics and the 

methods that they apply in their classrooms, which can prove to be one of the bigger 
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challenges they face (Dörnyei 7; Guthrie et al 287). In order to understand the force known as 

motivation, various theorists and scholars in the field have proposed and explored multiple 

theories on the subject. These theories often explore one aspect of motivation, or they focus 

on just one element, such as expectancy-value, self-efficiency, self-worth, goal setting or 

social motivation (Dörnyei 11). These are all valid and critical aspects to consider when 

examining motivation. It is central and critical to always keep in mind that when student 

motivation is being discussed, researched or contemplated, that no single theory or principle 

about motivation can capture the complexity and dynamics of a classroom (Dörnyei 12; 

Oroujlou & Vahedi 995)  

It is commonly noted that teenage students, aged 14 to 18, are often not motivated in 

subject completion, beyond it being a requirement for them. This results in them putting 

minimal effort into their learning, resulting in only a passing mark (Guilloteaux & Dörnyei, 

56). It is important to note that this does not apply to every student, since each student is 

different in their own way, and teachers must be both critical and wary of such sweeping 

generalisations. There are and will be students that achieve high grades regardless of how 

motivated they are for a subject. However, such students are few and far between, and the 

majority of them have to commit their own personal time to study in order to achieve more 

than passing marks. With students being particular about how they want to spend their time 

outside the classroom, studying is often a low priority for them (Shaaba & Ghaith 633). This 

is why it is vitally important for teachers to understand what they can do to make their subject 

as engaging as possible for their students. By doing so, teachers should be able to increase 

their students’ motivation for the subject, and since there are strong correlations that a 

student’s grades will generally be higher if they have motivation, this is very useful (Shaaba 

& Ghaith 634). 
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It is important for teachers to explore various methods and means to improve student 

motivation. For example, this requires teachers to examine what topics are interesting to 

students and how they can incorporate those topics into their assignments and lessons 

(Dörnyei 8). A teacher must keep in mind that garnering student motivation is something that 

will rarely happen with one dramatic event, and also that motivation is not something that can 

be turned on and off on a whim. Instead, it needs to be cultivated in students over time to be 

nurtured and maintained by the teacher. In other words, there is no magical push-to-motivate 

button for anyone, but rather motivation is an ever-ongoing endeavour for both a teacher and 

their students (Dörnyei 25).  

6.1 Motivational Challenges of EFL Teaching 

EFL teachers are in a rather unique position when they approach their students. In 

contemporary society, English is a widespread and commonly spoken language around the 

world. This is due to the fact that societies that typically do not have English as a first 

language have easy access to material, topics and outlets to engage with and use English. This 

in turn has led to EFL teachers receiving students that are potentially quite proficient in 

English. However, this proficiency can be quite disproportionate in that some may have an 

extensive vocabulary, but poor grammar skills. Others could have advanced auditory abilities 

with the language, yet their literal ones could be quite underdeveloped. There could be 

students that are near native level in their English proficiency or there could be ones that 

barely qualify as intermediate (Krieger).  

Receiving students with such varying and uneven proficiencies is demanding for an 

EFL teacher, since some students regard English education in general to be redundant. They 

feel that they already have good enough English proficiency and that they have no real reason 

to attend EFL lessons. This requires an EFL teacher to show students that their English 

abilities could always be improved upon without negatively effecting motivation (Krieger; 
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Van 1; Zhang 48). One way that an EFL teacher can do so is by displaying enthusiasm for the 

language, since students are observant of their teachers and if there is any behaviour that 

students are quick to notice it is enthusiasm. Intentional or not, students are fast to register 

subtle or blatant signs of a teacher who is truly interested in the subject that they are teaching. 

Thus, if a teacher displays lack of enthusiasm, dislike or no tangible joy for lessons, students 

will rationalise to themselves that the subject being taught to them is not worth taking the time 

to master. (Dörnyei 33). Teachers that can effectively display their enthusiasm have a reliable 

tool to use in their lessons. which requires them to project enthusiasm in both their pedagogy 

as well as in their in-class behaviour. It can even be argued that such teachers receive, on 

some levels, more respect from their students for having such passion in the first place 

(Dörnyei 34; Zhang 50). That passion might in turn spread to the students, which could 

encourage them to start investigating how and why the teacher has such enthusiasm for their 

subject. That is why it is vital for a teacher to project their enthusiasm properly and clearly to 

their student, while still ensuring that they do not go too far with sharing their love for a 

subject. Teachers do not have to be dramatic in their display, and there is no need for pep 

talks, theatrical performances or references to great masters in the field. Rather, they should 

share their passion with students through assignments, readings, and lectures to show why 

they have such interest in their topic or field (Zhang 49; Dörnyei 33).  

Displaying one’s enthusiasm is but one method that a teacher can use. Another method 

is that if a teacher shows their students that they are committed to their academic progress and 

that they have reasonable expectations of them. The teacher must show that they are not just 

there for a salary, but that they care for their students and want them to succeed (Mahler et al 

n.p). This can be achieved through various methods and means: making the class goals clear 

and concise; making sure that the students know from the start what is expected of them; what 

they need to do to achieve the goal set for them; and finally, what methods are available to 
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them (Dörnyei 57). A well-structured classroom will allow the teacher to properly convey the 

subject to their students and show them why the teacher enjoys the subject (Keller et al. 750; 

Dörnyei 60). Having specific criteria for the students will allow the teacher to make their 

lessons entertaining and interesting for them, whether it the exploration of various topics, 

variety in the types of lessons given, and even subtle use of humour by the teacher. Such 

behaviour within the classroom shows students the potential that a given subject presents to 

them and becomes encouraging to explore (Keller et al. 752). Above all, the teacher must 

ensure that their behaviour leads to a positive impact on their lessons and that they do not 

confuse the students. Confusion leads to frustration, which quite often results in the loss of 

motivation for both the teacher and the student (Metcalfe & Game 97). That is why a teacher 

must take great care to create an enjoyable classroom atmosphere, making the learning 

experience more stimulating for students. This encourages the students to become more active 

in their learning process. Getting students invested in their lessons enables them to start 

developing their own enthusiasm for the subject as it encourages them to explore it out of 

their own interest (Dörnyei 73).  

The subjects and topics that EFL teachers can use as themes for their lessons are quite 

varied due to how the levels of proficiency of their students can vary. Thus, teachers need to 

access tools and methods that teachers of other foreign language subjects do not. Teachers can 

have lesson topics that are much more relevant to their students and are able to create 

enjoyable environments for their students (Mahler et al n.p). Doing so will surely require 

more work from the teacher than they expect, yet this will transmit to the students that they 

are truly what matters to the teacher, making them more willing to engage in their lessons 

(Dörnyei 33; Metcalfe & Game 104). It will also become much more likely that they will 

want to explore different topics, subjects and to try different methods to enjoy themselves. As 

I stated before, students are more engaged with English than ever before, be it through social 
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media, online videos such as YouTube, TV shows, and movies. This should signify to 

students that there is more for them to enjoy in reading stories that they have already seen in 

another medium if they were to engage with it (Khatib et al 205).  

6.3 The Reading Materials and Student Motivation 

EFL students, or rather students in general, read consistently and constantly as part of 

their daily routine. However, their readings occur in non-traditional formats. They are sourced 

from Facebook, Twitter, Short Message Service (SMS), and online articles, to mention but a 

few (Al-Shammakhi & Al-Humaidi 34 ). This has resulted in students who are literate, but 

their literacy is different from literacy in the traditional sense. Students are less used to the use 

of novels, books or other printed media. Rather, they engage with the majority of their reading 

in digital formats or online (Corio 355-356). Students do their digital reading quite skilfully, 

yet they tend to become agitated when they have to engage with texts in a book format. Their 

agitation stems from how different such reading is from their day to day experiences of 

reading, and the students find they are required to focus on reading from a book in a manner 

that they are not used to. They are not used to concentrating on just one text for long periods 

of time because they so often jump between media and formats as they engage with different 

topics. (Al-Shammakhi & Al-Humaidi 35; Corio 357; İçmez 124-128). This has presented a 

problem for language teaching since the use of literature in language teaching is a rich source 

of authentic materials for students, but convincing students to engage with it is often a 

problem (Al-Shammakhi & Al-Humaidi 37; Gibbons et al 55). The issue for EFL teachers is 

to overcome this reluctance and try to get those who actively try to avoid their pre-set 

readings to also start immersing themselves in narrative texts. This requires great care from 

the teacher, since if they are too forceful, the reluctant students will lose motivation and that 

in turn could affect other students as well (Guthrie et al 293). That is why the teacher needs to 

try to entice their students into becoming motivated for their readings. There are various ways 
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they can do this, such as introducing a comparison between different works that have been 

adapted into other formats, and in this way students may be given a sneak peek into the book. 

These are tactics that have been around for some time and they are still being used by teachers 

now (Gibbons et al 57; İçmez 133).  

One of the best strategies that a teacher can use is to make the reading material 

relevant to students. This will require the teacher to have options for readings that are not 

confined just to one author, or even to one genre as well. If a teacher were to present students 

with options for their readings that were not confined to just one genre, there is a strong 

chance that the students would be more willing to participate in their pre-set readings 

(Bahous,Bacha & Nabhani 43). Of course, doing that requires great care as well. Too many 

options may overwhelm the students and might have an opposite effect on their motivation. 

Limiting the selection to three genres and one to two works within each genre would be 

optimal. The teacher then needs to consider what genres and stories would be optimal to 

select (Bahous,Bacha & Nabhani 45; Shazu 32). The genre and story selected will need to 

have been based on a few factors. First and foremost, the topics selected have to be relevant to 

students, so they become engaged in their lessons. The teacher then has to decide if the story 

selected is appropriate for use, suitably challenging, and whether the narrative is entertaining. 

If the teacher feels that they have found a story that meets these requirements, they can use it 

in their lessons. Doing so exposes students to stories that they would be reluctant to read on 

their own. Once they have been introduced to enough stories within different genres, that are 

engaging to them, they will in some form or fashion start seeking out more narratives of their 

own accord (Al-Shammakhi & Al-Humaidi 40; Smith). Whether on social media, through 

gossip, or magazines etc., students often enjoy different stories and genres, which they 

perceive as exciting. A teacher has to be able to get their students to feel that the texts that 

they are reading for/in lessons can be just as much fun and interesting. Showing them that 
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they can also enjoy their pre-set reading leads to increased student motivation (Bahous,Bacha 

& Nabhani 40 ; Maehr & Meyer 401-402). This is where I feel that, in particular, fantasy 

would be outstanding, since, as I have mentioned before, fantasy is very accommodating as a 

genre and it would allow students to find narratives that appeal to them. It would be ideal if a 

teacher could allow students to engage in whatever story they desired to read. However, 

teachers have to ensure that the literature that students read not only fits well with the course’s 

lesson plans, but also that it suits the curricular expectation for their English levels. Yet, even 

with such restrictions, there are enough distinctive works within fantasy literature that a 

teacher could use as pre-set readings based on the interests of their students (Smith). 

6.4 The Use of Fantasy in EFL Education 

There are various reasons to use fantasy in EFL education, such as the large 

assortment of works within the genre, and its capacity to stimulate students’ imagination by 

introduce them to different methods of writing, language usage, vocabulary and grammar. It 

allows students to experience different narratives styles within a single genre, albeit one with 

many subgenres. That is not to say that every student will enjoy fantasy literature. It is an 

impossibility for a teacher to find stories that all students will enjoy. However, the students 

that are able to have fun with the fantasy literature presented as a pre-set reading in EFL 

lessons, obtain a major motivational benefit from that experience (Thomas 60). If EFL 

students are presented with interesting and new narratives, then their willingness to do their 

pre-set readings should increase, since fantasy and its numerous subgenres can appeal to the 

various interests that students hold. Yet, it needs to be reiterated that while presenting EFL 

students with choices is beneficial, a teacher has to take care not to overwhelm students with 

too many choices. If correctly done, then students will become aware of the fact that there are 

different authors and narrative styles. This in turn would encourage students to give other 

literature works be it novels, short stories or even poems a try, motivating them to explore the 
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English language on their own accord (Bahous,Bacha & Nabhani 43,Compora; Dörneyi 62). 

This would allow an EFL teacher to give or receive text suggestions from students to use in 

lessons. Giving students agency in their own education would result in them becoming more 

motivated to do their pre-set readings (Dörneyi 61). Another benefit is that fantasy enables 

various interpretations of texts, and students find it enjoyable to share their own experiences 

and opinions with others. Being required to discuss their opinions on the text increases their 

motivation to read the texts properly, enabling the students to argue their cases and rationalise 

more clearly, not just with the teacher, but also with their peers (Csögl 48; Guthrie et al 300). 

Finally, as I have mentioned on many occasions in this thesis, fantasy is currently one of the 

most engaging genres in popular fiction (Zipes 87). Modern day upper secondary school 

students have, since the turn of the millennium, become increasingly engaged in fantasy 

narratives due to their success in the cinema and on TV. A great majority of EFL students will 

have seen Jackson’s The Lord of the Rings or The Hobbit trilogies. They will most likely have 

watched the Harry Potter series as well (Black 241; Mills 239; Trites 479). This has resulted 

in fantasy literature having the benefit of being relevant to EFL students, since it is close to 

something they have enjoyed and engaged with throughout their entire lives. Many having 

favourite stories that they enjoy and would like to return to. For them, being members of a 

class that presented them with an opportunity to do so as part of their education would only 

serve to boost their motivation (Mills 240).  
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7. Conclusion 

The main goal with this thesis was to study the merit and potential that fantasy 

literature has in upper secondary EFL education. However, my studies suffered a significant 

drawback when the COVID-19 Virus made it impossible for me to perform a study amongst 

upper secondary students. Therefore, I had to focus on discussing the literature, potential 

benefits and the strategies that can be utilised in EFL classes. Undertaking my research, I 

explored two different fields of study. One being English literature, and the other being 

motivational pedagogy. Both are deep and complicated subjects that it would take years for 

me to fully comprehend. Looking into this has proved to be a highly educational experience 

for me. I focused my research on three main factors, narrative, fantasy literature and 

motivation, as I deemed this to be vital when introducing not just fantasy literature, but any 

literature into an EFL class.  

Firstly, it was necessary to consider how narratives are structured and which elements 

it is essential to consider, and also to understand how they are correlated. The main 

components I learned of were story, discourse, coherence, implied and real readers, and 

characters and worlds, which are also known as the content of a narrative where events, 

existences and substance are defined. Within the story component, events are the result of 

actions and happenings that occur in the narrative. The events are used to drive existences 

within the narrative, which are made up of characters and the setting While substance is what 

gives those existences and events meaning. Discourse is also known as the expression of the 

narrative, which is used when discussing the form that a narrative takes and how it manifests. 

I also learned of other factors that it is vital to keep in mind when working with narratives. 

Coherence is one such factor since it is important for the general consumers to be able to keep 

track of what is occurring in the narrative. The implied and real reader also need to be kept in 

mind. An author writes their stories with the implied reader in mind to ensure that the text 
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they write functions in the best possible way to be understood by that reader. However, the 

implied reader is not the same as the real reader who could be anyone who is willing to 

engage with the narrative. The last factor of a narrative to be kept in mind were the characters 

and world setting. Both of these are necessary for engaging narratives because people seek 

out compelling characters that act as a catalyst for readers to explore different worlds.   

Learning of these factors, I have concluded that the following factors need to be 

considered when deciding on a literature genre to use in a class: It is necessary to ensure that 

the stories that are chosen for an EFL class are not hard to follow, that the story is appropriate 

for the students, and that the narrative is one that allows students to easily connect with both 

the characters and the story while being entertaining to them. A story that fulfils those criteria 

would prove to be of great benefit within EFL education.  

The next phase of my research considered fantasy. Fantasy is a popular genre that is 

used quite often within EFL education, with Tolkien’s work being chosen for pre-set readings 

in numerous schools and classes. However, I needed to garner more than general knowledge 

about fantasy literature, if I were to properly discuss the benefits it provides in classrooms. 

 Fantasy literature proved to be a much more complicated narrative genre of literature 

than I initially expected. It contains a far greater variety of stories then I expected and it was 

important to know how to categorise them in some form or fashion. This led me to the 

definitions that were established by Mendlesohn in her Rhetorics of Fantasy. This allowed for 

a better definition of how fantasy literature could be classified, and enabled me to establish 

what type of narratives would be best suited for use in EFL lessons. While fantasy narratives 

are appealing to students not every one of them can be used, since they have to meet the 

criteria established. After examining a few pieces of literature that are often used in EFL 

education, I arrived at the conclusion that the portal-quest and immersive subcategories of 

fantasy literature would be the ones that were most suitable. This was mostly due to the way 
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both of these subcategories tend to host stories that provide good material for use in an EFL 

classroom. For example, portal-quest fantasy is a good starting place for those who are new to 

fantasy, as it hosts works such as The Lord of the Rings series. Immersive fantasy would be 

better for those that are older or experienced in fantasy literature, offering options such as the 

Discworld series. That is not to say those that are new to fantasy should only read portal-quest 

fantasy while experienced readers should keep themselves to immersive stories, far from it. 

Rather that the types of work that are more likely to be found within each of these 

subcategories generally appeal and entertain those demographics which is their greatest 

advantages. The benefits that fantasy literature brings to an EFL classroom is that it is 

entertaining reading material for the students, and it also relevant to them. At the same time, it 

also provides students with authentic material that facilitates interaction with different types 

of grammar usage, encourages a more robust vocabulary acquisition, and provides experience 

of different dialects of English. However, it is also important to note that not every student 

would enjoy fantasy. It has to be said that it is highly unlikely that an EFL teacher would find 

stories that appealed to every student. 

Finally, I came to the last portion of my research, student motivation, a phenomenon 

that is important for every teacher to understand. It was concluded that motivation is an 

ongoing endeavour for both teachers and students. For teachers it is a challenge for them to 

make their lessons engaging, potentially more so if literature is the subject. A teacher could 

find topics and texts that would be relevant to their students. However, not every assignment 

can be engaging and a row of dull tasks for students will have a negative impact on student 

motivation. For this reason, it is important for teachers to ensure that a series of less engaging 

tasks do not occur over a long period of time. They should break up the monotony of the 

classroom with more playful tasks in between the duller ones. Giving students something to 

look forward to should mitigate the impact that the drearier assignments have on student 
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motivation. By presenting students with variety in their tasks and topics, teachers can properly 

address the difficult enough task of maintaining student interest and motivation. If they 

succeed in making their lessons enjoyable, students will become more invested in their 

lessons. It became clear that increasing motivation would also require students to feel more 

invested in their lesson. By making lessons revolve more around tasks that are more 

encouraging to students, they become more actively involved in their education. There would 

be some merit in shifting the classroom from being teacher centred to more student centred. 

This would require that the teacher becomes more creative with their assignment construction, 

such as asking students for feedback about assignments and setting individual goals with 

them.  

Having studied these three factors, I have discovered that fantasy literature has a very 

strong connection to EFL education, and it has definitely proven to be an asset when teaching 

English. Students benefit because the literature helps them to engage with more authentic 

material that they can enjoy. However, I also learned that there is no guarantee that every 

student would enjoy fantasy literature. So, it became clear to me that I should also consider 

options from other genres as alternatives for those students. I also considered the option of 

allowing students to make their own suggestions. However, as with stories that are assigned 

by the teacher, the suggestions from students would also have to fulfil the same defined 

criteria. Thus, a teacher must take care when considering those options and full inform their 

students if their suggestions can or cannot be used as part their readings.  

Originally, I had planned to carry out a study with students in upper secondary 

education, and enquire of them about the kind of literature that they would want to read in 

their classes. However, unforeseen circumstances due to COVID-19 did not allow for such a 

study to be carried out. Yet, it is a study that I would like to officially perform one day as a 

teacher. I fully intend to utilise my theory and findings throughout my research in a classroom 
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environment. To properly observe the benefits and possible detriments it would bring to my 

pedagogy and student motivation, due to my belief in this theory’s potential.  

Ultimately, in theory fantasy literature provides great boost in motivation in most 

students, with the majority of them having interreacted with fantasy narratives to some extent. 

Providing benefits that encourage an active mind with vivid narratives. As a genre it is one 

that is both stimulating and enjoyable to students and has been used in EFL education since 

the 1970’s. Its ability to provide students with myriads of stories that they would enjoy and 

giving them worthwhile exposure to different types of English usages. However, as I pointed 

out numerous times, there is no guarantee that every student will enjoy it, but even those that 

do not will still be able to learn from the texts presented to them since fantasy narratives are 

rich in material that have great educational merit. I fully intend to properly to take advantages 

of those merits in my own lessons. As I have become even further convinced that the usage of 

fantasy literature in EFL education helps with student motivation and improves proficiency 

with narratives that stimulate the minds of the students.  
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